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Introductipn

. Bernard Spolsky \''..

,

The reports that follow are descriptions of the ofperience

\
thethose who taught at Sanostee Toadlena in the Secoi

mester, 1.974. It is a picture o the formal part of the

ajo Reading Study Teacher'Trainag Program, and ispresentid
. ,

, .

:give readers some notion, of the nature and effect of an."0-.

s, er or -field-based" teacher training Program. The, various\

,

. \.
.

-- accounts are virtually unedited: the professors concerned were
i .1

asked to use whatever format and give whatever derails they
, _.

.,
thought significant.

I,

,*

_ __

Som/background might, be helpful. For it4irst two years,

e Sanostee.-Toadlena Title VII. Bilingual Education Project,
. ,

, ,

aithough_it_was being.Conducted in the field, hld concentrated
.,. . . ,

on geneul subjects, and had made little contact with children

in the classroom. Thepast ytar, when. the University of New

Mexico took responsibility for the academic coordination of
. ,

the program, proUed* to be a transition yiar. There was, as the
,-

,

reports hake clear,, less direct igen by the students With chil-

dren that e would have liked. Much effort however; went into
.

. ..

brelanga down the isolation of the project from the schools.. ,
4. ,.

---Ilda start was made in'relating ft he university's teaching
, .

to le future classro m work of the trainees.

We u re fortanate in.the staff available, and it is largel
I

I

a, wish tc,.sha
..

this good fortune that has led to the publak n

4
.
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of ttli 11 report, in the hope that other projects and btherl
.

\

teac er trainers
\
may lea from our staff's successes aid,

VI'
fai ures. Overall direction cif the program, on -sit control, ",..

students, liaisonwith iIA the schools, and especially-
1. L

, , ,,,ft

he. community were ala handle by ,Wallace "Davis'.. Two Navajo

coordinators were in the fi4 full time:, Wi lam Morgan, Sr.
s

iwi h special respon;'ibility fo Navajo subject , and Lorraine.

/. Bodmer who worked closely with isiting staff in teacher train-

ing.. Coordinator of teacher t' ining and
'

site several days
'.

each week, was Lenore Wolfe,
\

WI se vision ila t.of the program

is. Her report summarizes thT activities of the semester.
1

All.supporting.staff were regular full-time faculty from the

main campus of the Unj of New Mexico, who:.travelled td..

Sanostee or TOadlene (fot,a vivid account of the physical. and
. , ..-

spiritual journey involved, see the report by Professor Smith).

Two professors, two associate professors and ()Ie assistant
A -., ,

,

professor are considerably more regular faculty than most
1.

university students are exposed to in a semester: the "pro-.
, .:, -i

, ,

, fepsorial
.

lltpowr".ayailable to he program was thus of unusual

strength. An as the actopnti tfutt follow w 11 make clear, 3,

I

all were 'forced to adapt their initial appro ches, and so 't¢

learn as well as teach.

Tte central question.thaton-site programs\raiSes in Many \.,

minds is the qUestion.of quality: others are tote, ireeMrested

. At
. in contemporary relevance. In theory, there is much to. al-pierelevance.

. 5
. .volorre.74. IMIMOww..,11*
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fez. the positio that*the best way to achieve the needed blend

is to take profe sors with their established standards into the

field where they will be able, to apply them in relevant ways.

Theexpiriencewithltds.project supports this theory. Obviously

there is variation from professor to professor, but in all there

are signs of the proeess. "It is perhaps.edsiest seen in tlie

.description of the'Bnglish course. efore the semester, there
,

was some argument%hbout whether to o fer.it: there were other

ways to meet the reluire ent; At wa a pur ely academic course;

how would it fit in a bilingual pro ram? Reading Dr. Smith's
- .

account, one can see how this class became the epitome of good

cn-site education, as both teacher and sthdents were basically,

changed* thei common experien This was quality educaion.

in any sense of the word. And the count makes clear (as one

writaenira les perceptive pers n wi hout Smith's power of

imaginative,expression could not o) that the place was as basic

,a part of the in action ars'the eoPle. The prOtil- the suc-

cess pf the expe iment ),411. be in

when they become teachera, and f r this we will need to wait a

while. In thk meantsme, we have no,reason.yet to doubt the

value of the attempt to bring th best education that the Uni-:

versity ofeNew'Mexico can plc:mid thq Navajo Nation in their

the quality the.atudents ow

own homeland.

1



Lenbre Woife
Nay 1974

.

SRNOSfRE=TOADLENA TEACHER:TRAINING, Semester II 1973-4

4

The second semester of Title VII at Sanostee-Toadlbna consis-

ted of the Junior Professional Block module plus a creative English
..

,

class, The concentration was focused on "How and What do we'Teach.

Navajo Children." In attempting to meet theSe goals the trainees

participatO in class work *ith university professors as Well as

classroom a tcro-teaching experiences.

I wante present a synthesis of not only my evaluation of

the universi y credit work buOlalso the students', evaluation of

the universi y PaAcipation.
4 .

The five professors worked in a variety of disciplines\and
r. .\ .

presented a variety of ideas of how to work with children but

basically all focused on how' children can best learn in school. \__

Dr'. Patricia Smith, who taught English 102Cteative Writing,

worked with the trainees in prodkin:g their own thinking and

creative ideas ,in Navajo and English. One'student shyly said
.

he had written poet nn his teens and found that he could "again

Write beautiful poetry better than before." In addition,

Pat Smith.Was
q

able to help the tr kee&se&how this creative,

couldcoul:d be used in a classroom with children and used .to .

. .

help the child feel better with languageS:ns,a whole.
,

Dr. Miles 2ini'z approached lahguage from amore analytic

-

1

.

View-point, helWg, the trainees to see the value -of a diagnostic:
4 9

)pproach to language acquisi ion, and tfill, need for great:T. word
)

11
i .'

attack skills.' The trainees were shocked at tht low levglof

Comprehension of Englisfl of most/ of the school children, but

were quick to note that if more teaching was done in Navajo th'e

* 4

1



Lenore Wolfe
Report of 1973-74
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5

the children would ,lean more. They 1131so expressed th4 need for

) / I
,

sere work on how to,teach E glish el a second langUage and ,quesi-

il-ioned how coullth y help n increasingAanguage comPrehensio4.

Dr. Harold Drumnond poi ted out how a good social studli s .

rrogram could be aloca\l poi t for organizing an integrateur7

\..,

,

ric:Rna involving inqui\y in o all area's of learning including

I

'sloillS acquisition.
\

Iiis grap is presentations of soci 1 studies
..- 1

teaching offered a good model for_the.trainees to follo and the
, ,

trainees were able to .0 e many' of his approac es in the r own
.

, .
'micro-teaching and class oom experiences.

Dr. Paul TWeeten continued his work with science and added

maths to his teaching. T1 trainees were qUick to com rehend how

the'presentation of scientific theory and investigation could fit
4

into an integrated curriculum and help the Navajo child to better

understand the world around him. The theory and practice of math

is a more difficdlitiield to work in and all of the trainees wanted

more Work IL "Ho* c6 You teach math to children?".
.

Dr'. Lewis Dabmen in Educational foundations Ape the trainees
.

,en'opportunity to examine and evaluate their on value system and
1,

. .

to :1")' to figure out what' and how they wanted Nayajb children to

J involved.learn trainees seemed 6 be ilved id what they, really '

. . .,

.

,

belie%dewas important for education. A

...

A major portion the training this semester-took place in

the classrdoms or i

%

)nicro-teaching sessions in the two school.

The first eight wee at Toadlena were'fairly unproductive. The

administrative staff paid only poor lip service to the program.

As a result, the teachers treated,, the trainees as second-class

./



4etore Wolfe
Report-of 1973-74,

6)page three

aides to, be told ghat to do. The trainees. being Very.

sensitive A; these ki ds of feelings were reluctanOo make any

\sUggestions of. to try nything-new.

A; Sanostee tihe ad
inistrative,staff was more coo -\IP

erative and provided g eaten opportunities,
including empty

7

classrooms for. Micro-t c4ing. The teachers were very
.willing for rife trainee& to take small groupi,of children

for micro-tettchipg, some even commented that it could
enrich t e Ch1d'S

ll
t

leanning.experience,. Since bi ca

schools provided very poor teacher models we did much
,

micro-teaching to id the trainee in creating his own
model.

contract _system for,pass work and for grades Was
1.started during this 'semester, so, that each tra.i.nee could:

'1
1. Feel responsibly for lis or her own work.

t2. So that each pe son Would begin to develop'independent-wa s oCWorking WitHein the system.0

3. TO model the i ea oreach pe'ison working
,:oat his or her wn leyel of work.'

4e the attached baie contract. There were modifications

an es made to afeet the individual
needs, but, the

base level of reqUir d work was maintained.

, The trainees re fisted this

Mf
iipproach at first, wanting

Some one to make all of the arrangements for themand to:
tell them what to do. Ai their:aWn confidence grew and

.

as they were able to estAluate their work they moved more

easily into making advance' prepration for their groups,
,



Lenore Xblfe
Report'of 1973-74
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)
with the regular teachers br using the library for a

resource or evenmoving but of the classroom into some

k

community activity.

Some of the positive sighs of-growth shown by most

of the trainees:'

1. Movin4 into, integrated planning for their micro-
teaching sessions, 'using not only-it "social
studies unit" but involving language arts,

1

.

reading, even science and math in planning fcl
more whole kind of experience.
, . ,

2.'.Realizing the need for pre-planning so that they
might, eSter research what theywanted'the

k children to learn and.tb gather necessary materials
to facilitate learning.g

,

Some of the areas that we did not meet with complete
. ,

success were:

1. Assisting the trainees in knowing the value of-
,working with small groups.

2. Helping the trainees aoiluire some ofAhe classroom
management skills to make small group work easier.

3. Assisting the trainees in a more realistic
evaluation oftchildren, so that they donot
expect too much or too little. .

4.. Help e trainees tie'more aware ot,and to use
other methods of learning 6esides."AAblt telling"
or "talking to" Or the.printed,word.

S. Help the trainees kather a varietY pf,materials
and "sluff" to use in the classroom liSqearning

'material. .

'

This seMester .the `trainees began to see how they, as,

individuals, could begin to work in.the clalsroom. Their,

4 1 0
romMINO. R -,r.--Ira=merystres6,
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\

confidence p t only as goodhahn beings but is teacheri

begano groi and they begalOo think and plan for "their

own lassrooms." A number of the trainees said that this

was t\ first time they felt -that they really wanted to ,

,be teachers and work in classroom with children. Thek 0

are thinking of how,and what they can teach a Nava chi\
N

to improve their educational system and how Rortant i

Afor the chi d to begin his basic education in. is nati

Navajo, languag . _ .

..\
Lit, l'

I hope that in the fall semester a number of the
6 44

&

inees can be assigned to their own classrooms as
4 .,

Teackin Instructor's so that we will have the opportunity

of developing
\

a Bilingual Curriculum to be used and tested

, 10

.0"

'in a classioom. I would like for the trainees to really

try out the Integrated Curriculum that e are interested

in. I would also like to see some assistance an uidance

given trthNilingual K-3 programs, especially at

Sanostee a ilmadlena as these programs seepl to be flounder-
.

ing for lack of aid from the Administtative and Educational

Consultants.

11 :+4



TITLE, VII BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROJECT
4 Sahostee Boarding School

New ,Mexico 87420 Y

April 2; 1974

MEMORANDUM
/TV

TO .,Title VII Trainees and Sanostee Teachers/Aides

. .

FROM :, 'Lenore Wolfe, Teacher Training Coordinator
.

-

SUBJECT. JUNIOR,PLOCK PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PRQGRAM -,, Student Contract
, I't .-,_ ' .

.

4A Grade - 'Minimum requirements: . .

'., .

Video tape one picro- teaching session sand participate , in the
evaluation session. (This may be in any selected area.)_

.,

Social Studies: Plaa and teach a four-week unit.

..L

Science: Prepare and teach two units and teadaor Sive
WaTT
Curriculum: Prepare h Resource unit based on a,Navajo
-book; - --

G r a d e - Minimum re uirements:
40 ,., ..

Tape cassette - with an observer - to be evaluated'by a
small group. -(Language Arts) '77--AL...

Social Studies. Plan ani"-each h three session unit.
o .

Science: Prepare and teach a three week Unit.

Curriculum: Prepare a Resource unit based on a Navajo
Language book. A

I.
%

Cade Minimum requirements: 4

Eigh one -hour sessions'in classroo,M. Emphasis.on Lang-
ugage Arts and Math.'

Three'micro-teaching sessions with bbServer.
,

Establish one interest center in a classroom.

Two parent visits.'

, Sc:ial,Studies: Write and teach one SOcili, Studies Unit-
tedch in at least two sessions.

1
.

' Science: Write and teach one

i

t.ience Unit in,at least,
,;,- tise sessions,. 2



Lendre Wolfe '

Spring '174
f'.

OBSERVATION IN BEGINNERS (5's.& 15.'s)

' 14,

I am appalled at the way the childrdn,vit and wait
.,t

for something to happen,t Theyare heraedinto a place- -

circle or desks and chairs - -and, there tlryy. sit! Waiting'

,t, for what?

, ;
Holding paper and pencils distributed by,some tower-

aparting adult who then sits at the desk Ahin a chair

or maybe--if they are,lucky---moves from one chil to

a tlimetalking softly to that.ye chiliklybe i hey
A-,/.

are re lly lucky talking in Navajo. SheMay ev put
4"

der arm ound them and really_seem to care about 'what __,, , ___..

one or two liy think or feel or say. The other 18 . .

....

or,19" *
/ .

.
. Tk

4

As the student teacher discusses the seedlanting
A

,

(a science project), the children sit for a while quietly

or res,tiess.ly with some conversation in Niyajdwih an --

occasional English word "tomato' ", "radish", some beginning J,

adt,Miy.with'pencia on the Paper by, some. Activities are:,

a broken pencil, point, name writing maybe, doodling, marking

pictures the teacher has given them, wiggling, the Navajo

TA sitting.4LI4 sleepily-, in hear own apart woild, not

alean,just some place elsi instead, occasional verbal

ditectivei,'appaiently meaning,"be '
.

13
Tv

119111,...vo...... doo..............3
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'Lenore Wolfe r 11

Spring '74
page two

. The Anglo teacher ensconced,betind the desk Leading

oT writing hex own thoughts and problems with no involve-

ment with the children'teeven the room but.with.an

occasional,glance at the clock. Time moves so slowly-will

recess nevr cane; --ghe tdo is bored to distraction. She

leaves,, the room. The ,one person involved with

' a child is the trainee working in a one to one relaticti-
,

ship. She prints an experience'chart for one child.

She involves five children in an observation' of plants

grOwing at the window, thr e more with another' 0oup
.4f

of plants. The childien Seip brieflyinterested in the plants._

The trainee moves on to another indivi,dual child.. She

kneels beside the child as she talks Aid listens, writing

what fti,v, child tells her in Navajo. The rest of the children

scribble bn paper, bang pencils', smialwcnder--withsnothing
.

.

to do+.

A couple draw lines and "pravqce".writing. Some

draw pictures of tomatoes. Some have crayons and just''

draw pictures. A child hands. a picture to Anglo teacher.

She resqi s, "Yes, isn'ti that nice." Same child shows,
4

the pictdr o.the trainee. She lOoks at the picture,

at the ch,1d and responds in Navajo (tals about the

,

pictOre). She directs the child to the next task.



Lenor$ Wolfe .
.

Spring '74
,

^
12'

page three

. 0- .

'The trainee goes-to another group, a small group

gathered around. She is warm, smiling, responsive,
..,

interested in what children are doing.

Finally, general activity in the room. BUT nothing

to do. Children wander, chat, lookbrief contact with

observer by some bolder
4,

souls-. Even a word or two cif''

:433

English.. A child brings apicture near Obsenier: 'a

"story" about an elephant. The child does' not seek

attention,but when observer comments on picture and
N,

"reads" the words "elephant, blue-white and red", the child

beams and nods head. When observer asks his name, he

responds, "Lalo". Children gather around trainee on

table, chairs, laughing, belonging! Talking to the

adult Who seems interested in what is happening.

7

.

.
, .

- ..1

4111;.

O



Lewis A. Dahmen
Educational Foundations 300 ant j310
Spring 1974

13

Thii is a report of an experience teaching two required

upper livisioncourses on the Navajo Reservation. The courses

were Educational hninditiorts 300- -Humap Growth and Development,

and Educational Foundations 310--Lear ing in the Classroom.

They *ere taught during second,semester of the 1973-74 academic

year and took place at Toadlena and Sanestee with the sessions
%

d'vided between the4 two plac

A e uac of Learning Envir nment and Materials

One argument of on- it' education (opposed from resident)

is 'that students do,no; benefit from"the facilities and varied.

experiences whiCh a -iiniversity can offer. This is. a legitimate

.argument. Not only are fewer.resources available such as re-
;

search f lities.and cultural events, but the personal inter-.

A
_

action hich takes place between a range of different people is

no ossible% If one aspect of growth for Navajo students is to

a transcending of a narrow perspective of life there must

be moreiuman contacts with_awider range of people. If on the .

other hand there iNa concern for fostering a sense of "Navajo-

ness" and a more pos tiVe and stronger siniular ciatural

idinlity, then on-site education can be ter genefaie such growth.
r

Both are po6ible and legitimate but it might take wire time to

work through both'phaies.

.

At the undergradulte level where eduation,is not usually

,geared to'a large aeountof research,Adequate materials pua.-

vuite easily be made available. The materials available are on

4
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Lewis A. Dahmen

4.

BduCational-Foundation0S0 and ilD
Page two

a ,par with those accessible ko resident students; and with

"commuting staff" the delay L'filling gaps is mi
l

A distinct advantage Of 'his on-site program is the

"realness" of pfactical eApe fences,, Situations need not

'be simulated, and the ease with which any native,can move

abou r own community genekrates potential fotimmediate,
-

, and onest in'yolVement

The S

1.Th tudents are individuals, and any generalization will

be unf to,ahi one of them anti possibly all. Nevertheless

a set o
llclynaafcs

did exist 1,or the group as it do'is for an

Other gr There is adifference between, this group and roun,

of studen s at a similar ,stage orprofessional development 4hat ,

. I have had o \ UNM campus. Some of .the differences are: th s gro

was much le s\ \verbdl, neither initiating topics or pursuing
,.

psints that e,eJexpected to generate disc \ssion; they:seeme -
4

, be more co frtabl,e in dealing with concrete ideas and; tasks

.
._.

..',

,
4

A

.:'

than with atst aqt ideas 'and generalizati9ns; they lda ned.in0 # .

Passive rather ken active w group members seemed to exert

a, strong influep e.',ov r other' behavior-- iting and con-.

---.491,1ing.

\ Reasons foi- the d amic ate specqative,, t I attribute se
6

m .'
td.the following obs ivat ons: matey 9f the stud nts went. through.

' very rigid., structure scho 1 systems;'many of them laek*the
*, ,

06."sophisticatio4.6,;\oi the typical student at the ggale,of being
.

.

students;-some of them yi', the situation as'ajob,dnd assume



a

Lewis.A. Dahmer
Educational Foundations 300 and 310
Page three

. , .

, a BIA posture of doing the minimum (jobs are arce and the

15

stipend is generous); I am culturally differ nt--I'm white.

In out-of&class situations, the'studen were warm, friendly,

and interested in me. I feel that I deve oped a good personal

relationship with them and that they fee more comfortable

about trusting,university personnel.

Payoffs: Personal and Material
c.

On-site education requiios a co fitment. A commitment

t3 ideas and to people. That commi ment must be strong enough

to overcome the boredom of the tedioustisk'of arriving at a.
site for on-sit; education. Sites are not chosen'on the basis'

accessibility, and.any person who accustomed to being
) !

productive must accept the roelith that the majority of ti

, 3evoted.,to die task is'clearly.nontiroductive in the perrf

.2.irect activities related to the tudents'aand tlietrlearning.

\
I feel that I had,a strong sense of social cdnsciousness in what

I was doilig,--jt was right, and the feeling of having been

. evolved in a. meaningful'endeaor made other.things"tolerablev

18-
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Cary` 1 McHarney'
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By the fall semestet the'differing abilities of the.

trAinees had been determined and it was possible to

begin production of materials combining -4nd utilizing

these skills to the best a6antage,. A number of imoOks,

we're prepared and printed by the'end of the spring
- .

A

semester.'
.

As6ited by Paul Wilson, Navajo Reading Study.

artist, the trainees produced two'books using'photo-

graphs, "SHEA'," 'and "ASHDLIVG0 SHIBEE

rinieu

Rodger Begaye, a capable artist,,learnid,color

separation and wrote and illustrated a .three color

work "ALATSIIi" Berniece.Bldckhorse'set the type .

Paul and ,tea Yazzie wrote "JOHONAA'il'.D6ONAHASUAAN

Etta set the type and Paul illustrated this book bout
,. 1

the sun and earth. Printed in Tull color this is an

attractive and effective beginning nee

Jerry Henderson "Fxeteand illustrated two`

one 'DIN.CT4t6COGI XT4II" and "YIP BAA HANE'"

appeals to ,the children's ,love of horses.

Using the ,illustrations from.the Navajo Reading Study'

Navajo calendar printed by H7ry Kilison Co. supplemented,

16
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additional drawings Xilfre'd SiscoprodoCed a-compre-
4u is

Lensive book about Navajo weaving, the tools and tech-

nique. I

Ray Nahkai wrote and illustrated two books on safety
/ ,

at'heme"HOOGIWI APAA'AHAYA" and safety at school,

"ADAA'AHAYA " that reflect 2 parent's concern for the

safety ,of his chiLdren in simple .but vividly graphic.
.

renditions of what happens if they disobey safety rules.

Beimiect Blackhorse wrote and set type for'an admen-

ture story about a nine year old girl, "Hilda" that was

ilJuStYated in three colors by Caryl McHarney.

Nora Belone wrote and set type for "NAADO HALEEGHI

BAA MANE' ". 'It was printed in one cob& using drawirigs

by_larry_King, NRS...artist._

'Works in progress atthe tie end of the semester were

-4,My Uncle" by Wilfred Sisco,"S ange Animals" written by

B.1-niece Feackhorse, and illustrat d by Roger Begaye'and

the Monthly Reader by'Nora Belon-e Eleanore curley'and

Evangerine Charles. 1 .
The 0ainees who, finished thei books, began rk

on a 10 minutes film about the bilingual project,* Sanos:

and

g

. 17

tee. They shot 14 i et of film and
7
ecorded soun

4

music. It is partially edi but nee s sound edit'

and final printing:\

I

\
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Harol4 Druimond
Spring 1974 Report

JUNIOR BLOCK-PROGRAM

SANOSTEE-TOADLENA.

4EMESTER'1II, 1973-74

General

Enjoyed the four da sA,spent,witfi the students--. .

4-

and ihey seemed to i reCiA-understand, what I

,Gas attempting.0'do; worked, basically, on on value
.

. . N
clarification; guestioni

.

r iSe the.level,c\oi

thtnkint;. planking fel' soci 1,s udies learning

grange)teaching (short range and lo r based ui:son

objectives; skills; and gaming.

2. ';Most of the individuals in the gio were persons

'' of real promise. A few seemed to be reluctant

learners". (That's about the way it i on campus;

too!)

3. The basi
I

problem of the on-site program, as I

.L

it,.is providing effective models the school
.

ckassrOoms.:4Thitt'a,a(probiem p yli Albuquerque, too,
.

. .7---
.

'but perhaps not quite 6 the -same degree--we do have

..0

..mere t.'eathera to. choose, mnong, and re continuing
. '

,

contact locally!): Witpin'a few years,\ t such
- i'-' ' ,

cenfirs,.we should have a number of our Own graduates
.

.

to use as mddels. . In the meantime, probabfy, more

deionstratiy.teaching,should be'provided br embers
a'

of the instructional,team. ,

, .. .*.: 21:- ., ... . . .,

N
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4. Another problem of real concern to me is the

general education" component of the total program.

courses offered there may have the same titles as

ones_given -taken pn campus--but they are different

out there. Much of the "atmosphere" of a university )

campus simply can't be provided there. As the

program continues, I'd think seriously about more

4

frequent visits by the students to the Campus when

lectures, plays, concerts, etc., are planned and

an earlier on-campus experience--the

the junior block: Some coordination with Native-
.

American Studies Program activities during the

ye might'also bruseful-desirable.

S. I hop that when .these people have cappleted iAdir

sTor lock' and are emPloyed,, UNM will continue'to

supervi e their performances, use them'as restolice

persons, and accept_soie responsibility for planning

t

continuingtlearning experiences for them (reading,

discussing, experiencing, thinking), so that they

,

will; net Skttla betk into the BIA Boarding School,
( 6 -

, ,

lturc. Mest.of them have come ,through that

xpet nce, and ost" them are pretty supportive.
.

.)

e s"cheoli:' s they are, except for, more instruc-

c=i r,-;:,44
tin in.Navdjo Ianglage an$I pulture.W
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Ways to Im rote the Program
.

1. ;Sch dule special persons from UNM, as I was, at

least five sessions on-site duting the first half

the semester. A majority of my visits weretoo

lade to have the impact on practice that they might

hate h d if scheduled earlier. Schedule one visit

. 20

during he last half of the semester -- primarily for °

observat on of the students as they work with

childretI, and conferen s with each of then.

2. Each vi:sit should include two hour Of observatiOn

the flist thing in the mor ing to see the students

actively at work with chil ren and teachersboth

'16 get the UNM profess i to classrOoms and to

,:give,the professors a bett r base for planning.

3. Improve markedly the, setting in which the instruction

% is provifed. The classroom itself should IA: markedly
%

`-challfed. It should be effectively :equipped for ,

aUdirisual ai4s eiTITEfout Curtains; overhead,

slide, and motion-picture projectors;screen; should

be purchased and available for use without prior.

, planning); chalkboards should be usable And chalk

should be available- -the ones °in the classroom.

,, were-almost totally useless; chartiairete6gic

,'markers, etc., should be provided; storage units

2 ,

01.1111.111;Mqp 11114PSINIAL1.t 31./....110,31 . It A. In MI t4..(11.. .3.. a Si .t a 'left ...41.1P111r
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for personal belonging should be provided each

stu ent; the room should be carpeted. A library

a fairly adequate one--should be developea and

a par of the total living,- learning center.

ponsib lity for continuous cleaning-organiz

\ \
keeping\tbe cs

\

ter sHold be given to the st dents--

and constant pmervisi should be provided by the
\ 2

staff. In other words, e setting itself sho ld .

_

be conducive to learns g. That was not s
\
o this

. 1
. \

past semester--it was a minimally acceptable cfasiroom--

-,

and) it was generally pr tty disreputable, disorganized,

rummy.,
.,

4, Fve weeks two of the st dents should O;ti a°junior "\

,

. ..
block group on ca us. 'IceeP a dormitor room

'.
' ...

4

availabh. for them. They w with ideas

to share.' The junior,block groyA ampus should,

--,

21

thus, have to plan for, the special vis tors (both

for duiing the.day and for' eyening'eAo riences).

/

The .students from Sanostee-Toadleni wo d enrich

the living-learning'eXperiences for on- campus students,

while the students from the,reieryation would return

to the on-site.center with new and different perspective

,

S. Eliminate the late,afternoon Cessions with the school

staff, wi4 tit giving crert for nondefensible
,

eiperience.". One meeting semester] with the staff

/244
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1

and each professor to plain\what is being done

might be desir le. Th staff should be expected

to attend a Umm r schoo somewhere for credit

experiences--to get out, f the cultural setting to

extend -their insi hts. Teacher aides who-wish to

receive credit sho Id be scheddled into the block

. on 'a part-tie basi

Overall
. 1

1. Such off-campus teachi g shOuld be art of the

\

for two or three years.

accepted oadniot,an overload - -and a art the

lar salary, not a supplement. 1

22

2 The 0 per diem is not sufficient ifyou §tayat
,

first,class places--and if'you need to be away from

home it seems"to me you should "go" first class!`

Paying $1.40 for'a BIA lUnch, moreover,is TkAGIC!

3. I think there are going to be about Blight excellent

teachers out of this group--and Lenore and Lorraine

,

will be, basically, responsible. Those of. u$ who

' blew in--blew offand blew out probably didn't'l

make much difference.

4. T e eueriment should be:Continued.

.

0 40
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SCIENCE METHODS

23

The general purpel of the sciencb methods course was to achieve a

degree of scientific literacy- ithin each of the students.. To achi ve

general scientific literacy, ed cation in scieT is essential. Thi

course was-closely tied in sequernce to the course most of the students

completed.- Natural Science For eachers In Ele entary School

Scientific 11reracy was bull upon the kno e of science.as

process and content. The f4Olow s the working fin/tion of science

as process sed class. iroc ses are heyeby dtfiped as being

-acgkvit es commontlftemployed'in a s entific appioach td ptoblem.solving

or reaseart, and arefturther listed and explained below:

Observing - as normally defined, except that often, scientific obstrvat n
.,

in employment," may determine, govern, or restrict thetobse

A,,
and thereby differentiate a scientificsobservation f

\

a 'casual observation. ..1

,'

Nqasuring - as normally \ defined, except thqestudenta may engage in type

...

of measurement not previoustY used in the elementary schoOl ;

I

i.e measurement of microscopic field, uie of balance; et

r,

Classifying - the ability to differentiate by the use of pre-litermine
:., ):.,

:-,criteria. I
1,

Data processing - which is seen as having. dire* phises:'

.

e'.

collecting and /or recording ,- transferring observationa,

. .' and exptriences into meaningfUl%information. .

%
.

4 organizing - arrainging of data into usable categories.
i

i_, . ,

communicating - relating data to others hrougli various

mea,li -charts, graphs, drawings, re rts, *tc.

,

Evaluation and i In:erpretation of Data,~- the lily to
.

tli.e ,date meaning

fully to order' to solve prpbleMA or make/ irtferencei.
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which i seen as having three Aspects:
I

:in - the ability to state a reasoned

trome to a future problem or event.

- the ability to use past experi
ledge to 'forecast eventualities.

solution

24

11,

nce or accrued

theorizin ability to state well-suppo ted generali-

zations about, experiences and dutComes.

Minipuliping equipment - self-exPlanatory.

Using-scientific note ion and terminology_ - self-explanatory, except that

this ability should grow from a logical need and expedience,
t

and sot from a teacher's desire to cramfactul knowledge

.

into a sumlet.

Science as content is usually thought of in the "old way" - science

1 -
ace static, fixed collection of facts or truths aboutoma world that was

.

,produced by somewhat,peculiar people called scientists. Hopefully this

-
,,conceptualisation ofa scientist and, his products was- somewhat diaRlaced hi ,

'
, R

"'")

' ,

alternative ideas 'during
/
theiNaiural Science cburse when ths,students, ,,

. :, .

-actually vored,as milig,entiazs and,produce4,knowledge and'Ihiss gained insight

-,... ,
.

1
.

into how the content of scienceis prOduced. -., 0
.. ,

i., ,. .

The catterjmIrdied in instruction were from three curricular projects',

, \
,

, .

developed by the National Science Foundation. They,atel (1) TheScience".,,

. - .
--,

curricufwe Ioproy,e4nt Study, Science-- A Ibr cess Approach, (3) The
-..,

. -

Elementary Soiente Study, The following are br if summaries of each project:
.

The Science CurricAum Improvement iludi - the/SCit approach to.ieathing

.

science.isdiffefsent frO.ESS in that :it ia,!tructure0,ind there are specific'

,.. 1, I.

itletionihips,tietween units. It is different from AAiSAn that no eingte

.

-
approach, such as process, i

.

.

is gi'ven,greater freedom in

s so heavily, emphasised, and also the teacher

. ,

sequencing0, i activities bdth:Wiebin and
I

en, units., The philosophy °fiche approach is given in the,followint

EA?

S '

g
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statement:

25

The Science Curriculum Improvement Study is,devetoping
..ngraded, sequential physical and life science programs for

le elementary school- programs wiiich'in essence turn the class-
room into.' laboratkry. Each unit of these programi is care-

fully evaluated-by SCIS staff as it progresses from early
f'_ exploratory stages to the published edition. The units. )

originate as scientists' ideas for fnvestigations,that
might'thallenge children and this illustrate key scientific
toncepts. The ideas are then adaptti to fit the elementary
school and the resulting units'are used by teachers in regular
classrooms. Thiii they are tested several times in elementary
schooisbefare they are iuplished-TT-- --_

'''L //

,The emphasis here is op the fundamental concepts of science which, to

SCIS, ha.e buth,process and content dimensions. Both' process and content

are es
-...

.
.

li art of the overall whole called science. Lawson describes
e

. the desired procedure thusly: '"

'''-

'it (-the study) 'is engaged ip tryingto find mkt hOg,
. e Wince can be taught to children in the elementary grades'.:,

in such a way that the children, will learn that while scientific

ideas are based on observations of pftural_phenomenkAthey.7,.._:_____0_,
are alsoithe product of human inventiveness and imiiipsfton
and that for any idea to persist and be 'fundamental in iciencl,'
it must be tested against Nrther observation and experiment'.

An important question is, How are these concepts of science,introduced

to the,-children? The study has adopted the folloging teaching_approichr
..

.: , >

The fundamental concepts mf thi physical and life'scienced- i[re,,

introduced by. the "expfarction, invention, and discovery" method.
, of teaching.' The general strategy is to first let the children

explore presele'cted sciencimaterials. An the physical scl'ence.
,
/

units these materials may be sizyle objects'oLsystems, Whfle
in the life science'units they may' be aquaria' or other small

..,,,,,
..,

ecosystems: The children,are encoursged to ex are, to discuss

whit they od'erve, and mist questions, :Then, to 1p,the.4
. children achieve a deeper understanding, the teacher suggests,

a ney,cpncept fol'OeAnterpretatios of what,is occuring; pliii,,
is 411ed the invention. The philAren are then given adUItions1,

,AquipMent.tiid materialS,so,,that they, may .see hay,:thg,concept ,

,

'4#pplies in other,. situatCont...Their inveStigationi,Je4a them
to ai)cover new, uses of the concept. Sometimes -the tetcher,will

' ,

,

.*:
', .

-.
.s, ' ,'..

o'..,, , P
- .:. %::.: :' - ...,

'Suzanne 'Siewirrt, ed.,
i
SaS NEWSLETTER, to 12, (Berkeley, University

of Maiiforniat Science Curriculem Improvement Studil,1q,0'' p 2. ,
:.-

1 . Nsv,.. ,,

Chester A. Lawson, SO L171 SOHMUCH TO DO, (Berkeley: S4ence,,,-!,

iculum improvemest:St4dy, 1969),.p,

'':.C.'

.. ''.
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. .

invite proposals of further experiments to test children's
idea's, .and individual children or tile entire class will
carry out the suggested experiments.'

From this statement, which is part of the introduction to oni SUS 7

unit, it can be seen that the desired approach is flexibility onthe

teacher's part in relation to t'he overall objectives of the unit or

part of a unit under consideration. The desired flexibility is further

,
emphasized 'in this next' tatement.whicb also mppears in the introduction

o .

to the unit:

o - - The hi:itOsphere in a SCIrc lassroom is relaxed and yet
controlle4. The SCIS teacher has two functions:" to be an
observer who listens to the children and notices how well '
they are progressing in,their investigations, and to be a
guide who' leads the children to see tKe relationship of
their findings,to'the key concepts of the course. The

, 1 teacher Cs not thought of as a pivot around which the whole
class revolves, and is not expected to summarize each
lesson or to 'tie up loope ends into a neat pckage.

Since the teacher integrates the demonstrations, the
student manuals, and the;seience equipmemt with ihe, /

thildreds-activities, the teacher.'t guide might be thought
of as a blueginf for thb course. The guide explains the
objectives and structure of each part of the program; the
concepts to be introduced by the teacher, opportunities for,
,investigationsnvestigations to be carried out by-children with equipmint

A
ptovided in the kit,, and'the role of the student manmal.
Each activity in the guide is carefully describecr:0-gime the
teacher the feeling of being'at ease. Nevertheless, teacher;

. 'should feel free to incorporate their own ideas into each lesson,
and adapt the activities to Khe capabilities, interests, and
needs'of their pupils.4-

-Science - A Proces A rlach - in contrast to Ole unstructured approach

of-Ess is the hig y structured process-centered approach of AAAS to

teaching science. Here, the entire approach to sciencerldthe Program

ita.swhole is based on a sec of processes which, are considered basic

to all science. Gagne, one-of the prime
,

.rheapproach
*A.

designers of the program, presents

(:%1i.

3.W.in'toffman, and Robert Karplus, RELATIVITY, Teachers' Guide
''...(texington, Ness.: D. C. Heath and Co., 1968), p.2

.1.--,.. . .

4
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The most s. trikkig characteristic of -these materials

is that they are intended to teach children .the processes
of science rather than what may be called sae* content.

That is, they are directed tqward developing fundamental .

skills required in scientific acitvities. The perfofbances

in which these skills. are applied tn4olve objects and events .

of the natural world; the children 4o, therefore,'-acqUire

information from various sciences'as they proceed. The

joal,'however, is not an accumulation of knowledge about

any particular domain, such as physics, biology, or chemistry',

but competence in the use of processes that are basic to

all science. (

' The exercises of parts 1-4 concern the.processes called ,
Observation, Classification, Communicatioo, Number Relations,
'Measurement, Space/Time Relations, Prediction, and Inference.

A,variety of content is Use to support the learning of these

skills. Fordi6mRte, obsi atioft'exercises deal with colors,

shapes, textures, and sounds and involve such objects and
t events as magnets, plants, weather changes, rolling balls,

animal/ in motion, seeds., and growing brganismsi the
exercises in each process grow increasingly complex, making

use of what the'child has learned before., For example,,an
early classification exercise treats the"single-stage .

classification of seta of common objecte ked-bleit, rough- .

smooth). 'Successive exercises introduce more complicated
classification problems, and an exercise in part 4 seal'
with a multistage classification schema,applicable ,to .

-___ ____ _collections of,plalts, animals, and_other objects.5,, _Y..
`J.

As previously stated, the approach here is highly structured and cow-

pleteI,. -..,,-..ed around process Which is considered more,imphrtant than .

0

either "content" or what Gagne tails the "Creativity" approach. He suss
i

up his point of view as follows: - _

The process approach has ins,it a little of both the "content"
and "creativity".approaches. Though it rejects concentration
on any particular science,it'extends the notion of teaching',
generalizable ideas and skills. While it rejects the notion
of'creative ability""Ais a highly general trait, it adopts.

theiidea that Okoductive thinking can be encouraged in ,.

relation to es-dttr of the,processes of science-observation,

inference, coemunication, measurement, andso on, The
argtre:-,t is that if transferable intellectdil processes are a

, to kewdeveloped in the child for application to continued

r- learningin sciences, these'must be separately identified,
, learned, and,otherwAse nutured infa systematic manner'.' xt

ti not enough to he'creative."in General" -one ousiLleirA to

5 carry out critical and disciplined thinking in con-Net/On
k with each of the.prOcesoes of sckente. One must learn to be.

27

Robert M. Gagne, ELEMENTARY'SCIENCE, A NEW SCREKE'OF INSTRUCTION,
SCIENCE, %January

. 1966 no. 3706, 151:4,49.
.
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thoughtful ani invfrttije 1; obseiving a vartety of specific
-'- phenomen0 in maLtpulating many differen.; objects in space

.

. and time, in predt,:ting a numbIrof kinds of events, as well
-2 as in generating hypotheses,. -

. The sixth grader who hap.learned 'science processes in ,

this manner should becapable of studying science in the higher
grades in a way which is not now possible., What is he ready s

for in -terms of additional acience instruction? this, is a

most impdrtant question, concerning which one can only guess at .1.

the present time. .It seems probable that such a student will
be able to learn about any given science, presented in

accordancewith its theoretical structure, in far less time
than would otherwise be required. Certainly he should have q
better conception of science as a way of thinking and discovering.4/

.

..
,.... . .

Clearly the' intent and desire is quite different from the ESS approach

28

to science. Not only the activities, but.the specific sequence in which
,

.
.6,

they are to be taught Is spelled out clearly in the AAAS program. The

teacher'is encouraged to follow the.sequence suggested indicated 6Y the

statement "It is essentii% for evaluatiopurposes that the exercises be

used in the sequence provided. The evaluation; which is completely based

on behavioral objectives, is anextremely important part of the-program-

and reflecti the highly structured nature of 'the approach. The following

statement summarizes thleapproach:-

- .

Evaluation may be described a finding how far you have
progressed toward where yoll want to go,. In Science,- AProcess
Approach the Objectives of the ewerases tell you where you
want to go. Evaluation of attainment of these objectives is
done in four ways, all of which ask the question: Can each
child perform in the way the exercises state he should be able

to perform after having the experiences provided by the exercises?
TOO forms Of_evaluation, the Appraisal-activity and the

Competency ?Segura for each.eitercises providi immediate assessment
of whether the objectives of,the exercise have.been attained.

the Appraisal in each exercise is an activity for the
.

whole class, but its purpose"is not to provide new instruction.,`-.° !
Rather, the Appraisal ena8les you to determine whether kmajority
of your students attained the objedtives of.dae exercise and
are ready to move.on to the next exercise. This formof eval-
uation is for you, the teacher.

the coipetincy Measure is given to individual children. Ice"
purpose is to provide quantitative data about achievement in the':
6

7
AAAS, SCIENCE - A PROCESS APPROACH, COMMENTARY FOR TEACHERS, Mkscella-

)eneous Publication 65-22, 1965, 0.40 ,

31
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experimental curriCulum.8.

extensive hierarchy chart is provided which spells out the order,

in wh:cn'the,proCesses are to be taught aild'the relaricAships between

the isriaus processes. The teacher is expected to teach the activities 4

in precisely the sequence suggested, as indicated by this statement:

' Each of the eight process hierarchies which make up the,
'instructional focus of Parts A thorugh'D of Science - A Process .

Approach has underg e a three-year validation . study. Revisions
ineach hieraiihy have n made following each year's inves-
tigation. Caps have been Iled in and sequences corrected as
a result of what has been fo d out about learning experiences
in.......0e.classroom. The heirarc es represent a sequence of
instructional dependencies which' ave guided the order,ing
of exercises within each part of t program. Thus, this
entire curriculutrOl science for the elemeptary school may
be charicterized by the sequenCe of sc ted behaviors (the
objectives)', one building upon another til the terminal
performances for each procels ire reached.

The teacher i encouraged, however, to go bAc to what, are called

behaviors on a lower level in the hierarChy chart as poslible alternative

for children who cannot master the objective of the Segue ced activity.

The purpose ,is to gain the skill necessary so that the individual child
. .

or gorup can' return to the appropriate place in the sequence.

The Elementary Science Study - the approach to teiching.science taken by
".,

the ESS program is basea c11 individual units which highlight topics in

science with little or no attem pt to place these units into any sequence
. a

for use This,philos6phY is stated in the following,statement of

the rationale of ESS:

C)

The Elementary Science Study units differ widely,. but.they
share a coomovapproach,p the ieaching of-science th elementary
schools Rather than beginning with a discussion of,basic concepts s

of science, ESS puts pliysical materials into children's hands

8Ibid. p.43 .

.

.

. 9
AAAS, SCIENCE - A PROCESS APPROACH, DESCRIPTION OF THE PEOCRAN, Om

' Fork: Xerox"Education DiviStion, 1967), p.10 .

...

. .
tr-.) i'.20

.
.....

-*

-
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from the start and helps each child investigate through these
-materials the nature of the would around -him. Children'acquivre
a great deal of useful information, not by rote but through
their own active,participation.

We feel that this process
brings home even to very young students the essence of science -
open inquiry combined with experimentation.

It is apparent that children are scientist,r, by disposition;
they ask questions and, use their senses as well as their
reasdning powers to explore their physical environments; they.
derive great satisfaction from finding out what makps things
tick; they like solving problems; they are challenged by new
materials or by new ways of using familiar materials. It is
this natural curiosity of children and their freedom from
preconceptions to difficulty that ESS tries to cultivate
and direct int6 deeper channels. It is out intention to
enrich every child's understanding, rather than to create
scientific'prodigies or direct all children toward scientific
careers. We want children to be at home with modern technology,
not to be intimidated by it. We have tried to incorporate
.both the spirit and the aubstince of-sceince into our program in
such a way .that'the child's own rich world of exploration,
becomes more disciplined, more manageable, and more satilfying. 10

The emphasis is on children's
experience with materials with little

emphasis given to organisation within a sequence. Each unit stands on its
.

,

and although teachers are encouraged to find and use relationships
..:

3Q,'

' between the units, the relationship Ls not spelled out for them. ESS"La

.

feels that the choice of units is not very important, as indicated in the

following Statement:

Our program, therefore, is not bounded by disciplines nor
.fenced off by conventional fiontiers.

Our materials are developed
simply as self-contained units, each providing experience in a
particular exploration; each varying in subject matter, apparatus,
level of compjexity, and Style of presentation; each guided by
basic threads of scientific investigation- inquiry, evidence,
instrumentation, measurement, clessification,,deduc,tion.,

; 'Since ESS units develop around topics in which the basic '
threads of science stand out, the subject matter, chosen is
relatively unimportant.- the phth of a:mealwormLand the rise.
of a liquid both can be meastired;"livinVcalls

and,woodem
blocks both can bevclassified. ObViously should not select
only the bright.and.showy side of science; 4 stems to us thit
Any subject tqguld be acceptable provided it is not trivial
and it relates to a child's natural enviroprent.u,*

IO
Elementary Science Study, INTRODUCTION-TO THE ELEMENTARY SCIENCE .

\STUDY (New Xork: McGraw Hill, 1966),
.

IlElisientary Sciente Study, INTRODUCTION TO THE ELEMENTARY SCIENCE
STUDY, (Newton Mass: The Study,'1965), p.II

3 a
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#

...1
.

:n summary' then, ESS2s approach to the teaching of science fa as open-
...

al. 1 .

jendec Ind unstructured as possibl with the only restriction being that
k

1,

.% ' A

children must be, ableto have Ahe.ekperiencesfor themselves. It is not
. 4

. ,

misused 'tha; any school system will use all the units, and' interrelation-

/
4

.,
..%

ships are not emphasized tetween che.science idea
.

or concepts found in .

the various units. The attempt is to present interesting and meaningful

individual packages on topics in science whieWcan either be placed 'together

4

to form a total: progran.pr used es a supplement to a School's present

program, r

Conclusion''

It is my opinion the students are well qualified In the area'of science_
.

teaching and will gerform well when given the oppoitunity. I believe this
'

_ ...

is_due, in part, to the fact that the Natural Science.course was sequenced Y
,,

-:,,' 11

-*into -the Wethods oburse and taught by the same instructor.
,

er
tw

A

.r
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MATHEMATICS METHODS '

32

Some basic assumptions were.make concerning the math class that were

mistaken.- Many of the students were lacking in math background or knoWl- ,11
- ,1

edge of math to enter into a course designed to teach teachers how to

teach mainematics. It was necessary therefore to takesake r varied approach

in the class. For each area covered, it was ecessary to give necessary

.".
-

\eutthematical backgorund to some students, a review to -some, and start
. .

the area directly with the remaining. This resulted in term inal competenci

of varying degrees which are illustrated in the grades recieved.

..
The text used was HCM CHILDREN USE MATHEMATICS, materials were from

the Elementary Science Study (Math, related), The.Nuffield Program?Land_

new text series such as those frcm Holt. The Cuisenaire'matirials were

used a great deal as welt.

CourseOutline

I. Genetic Epistemology andMact;ematic,

. ,

Logic and Piychology-'
Biesic Mathemqtical,and Psychologispl Structures
Mathematical Models-for --- 1

. .. . . ., ,

.
,

II. Piaget's. Theory of Inkellectual-Divelopeent

.-:, -- -

Stiges of ,Development ,

.. - . 4
41' .........--r-

-,.... . .

III: First Experiences with Number
:-

. .

-.1, - ',Class and Number
, ..Conservition of Number .- ..

4 Stages of Development , :---/0 .
. .'". Three Levels of Counting to Deoczt Number Relations

AP Seriation (Ordering), Transitivity, and Ordinal Number
r A

Place Value and ease Ten '"'

Implications for Teaching

IV. -Addition and Subtraction'

'.'. Grouping and theInclusion .Relation.
35
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Page two

AdditiOMS4511Gnber
The Commutative Property of Addition
The Associative Property of Addition
SL.btrection of Numbers Expressed with Two and Three Digits
Implications for Teaching Addition and Subtract n

. AultiplicariOn and DivIsion

, \ Multiplicative Classification (Matrices).
Development of the Equivalencegelation
Division into Equal Parts

.

Implications and Follow-up Activitiel,-----
,. ,Distributive Property of Multiplkeition. over Addition,

#
:'VI. Fraction's and ProportionA 'I

Fractions
Exercise

Ra o and Proportion"

77Speed and Time
Proportions ProbsbiIity,:4
Geometrical Pr pqrticips

VII. TL. i
,

.

-Sequencing ortve is
V Physical Tint .

Measurement of Time
Speed and lime.3
.

VIII. 'Measurement in.-One Dimension

First Attempts at Meiisutement
. C4Iservati!oo of- Distance and.l.eagO .

Meisurement of Leuth
k ' Implications 41.

,*
.

-

U. Measurement ip, Tio,and Three DimeupSnst
1

'

i

.1

.\ Locating a Point in Two-DimenifonSl'Space
-..:eAreaMOasurement ' .4,

do MeasUreme.nt of Volume ;
s

\;,:

Cohstructiqn tl Equal Angles,

,Implicat ons for Teaehing'

Cbeclusions

IT, !.

. .

. . I fel all of the students'can perform minimally in the area of mathe-
,

4 4.

. 4

,.
'

MatiCS with some being ableio'earry Out math instruction at 4 SupeTiorm

. .

. level. ZreatO help should to given/in the futurerrojections of the:projki'
1.011, , t .

an inii,id.alized approach. to.6olstering their personal competencies.
. , ..i..

' 36 ...
,
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Miles Zintz
Spring 974 Report

TEACHING DEVELOPMENTAL READING AT SANO TEE

I made four visits to Sanostee and worked wi the par- #

ticipants frog 9:30 to 11:30 and from,12:30 to 3:00.

The following outline contains my basic plAn and th6 res-,

ppnses ofpariiCpAnti:

I. Thursday, February 21, Toadlena

A. Morning Session

1. r talked very briefly about reading and wrote
41*

on the board the four major jobs,to do in'

teaching reading;

a. Teach a basic sight. vocabulary of.common
I

words needed;

- b. each phonic andstructural analysis skills;

.0^

34

c. Develop comprehension skills for reading;

d. Provide the learner with'a great deal of

easy reading practice.

., 4.2.
.

Then; I asked 'the group to tell me:

What h pu observed about reading in teachers'.

clakses? Why, are the boys and girls'not read:

ing up to giacle level? They yeported that'they

had observed nothing and they had nothing 'to.

say about below grade level achievement.

\
3'7
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3. I then-discussed three overhead transparencies:,

a Language-Culture conflicts between teachers
Y ,

and children.

b. The traditional reading. program contrasted

with a bilingual/bicultUral program without

rigid time schedules.
...

,

..----
c. Examples of deep structure and surface ,

structure in simple sentences.-,

Copies of these transparencies are'in the

appendix of this report.
i,

4. Then, I played two cassette tapes on which two

girls at Toadlena had attempted to read. The

reading w ctearly beyond, their frustration

leve

On the board, we outlined the four reading levels

a Independent Readiiig Level

b. Instructional Reading -Level

c. Frustration Reading Level

d. Capacity Reading (Listening) Level
, 4

B. ifterneon Session, Febrilary 21, Toddlena
e

1, I explained the method of marking errors when

giving aninformal'reading inventory. 'The'

arkings were discussed witty respect to_the

,

two stories we had heard on the cassette.

3 8
(1

2.:1rAZAIRI3
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2. lie listened to two tapes I had previously,used

On which two Anglo girls had read a story from

a third, reader. ("Oscar's Airplane Ride" from

Enchanting Stories, Third.Grade, Level Two,

Gertrude Hildreth, et. Al., Philadelphia:

Winston, 1952).
. ,

The method of marking errors is found in the

appendix. We classified these as one instruction -

al;. one frustration.

I gave each participant a. copy of the Dolch,
%

,

Basic Sight Word List of the'220 commonest

service words in reading. Discussed' their

36

iAportance in.all children's,reading. ;

4. We ristened to one girl pronounce these 220

. words from the tape recorder,. We counted about

thirty errors that she,made. We talked about

analyzi7 the'errors to use the pepformahce

as,a 'diagnostic test and I gave the group a

5/e

chart which indicated that 190 service words is

about right for reacting at the second grade

levet for instructional purposes.

S. I talked about the adze procedure, giving the

-rationale for anticipdtingmeaning in/lines of

z print .10! the limner in which doze is constfUcted.

.i. ., .

,

, .

1 . x 3 9, ., ,..
, . ....J.....;...
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' Then tl* worked 'a,cloze test, read ng and

the blank At the en

a

\I

periodt I give thim t1\4\c rrect answ- 10t,

the c4plete\copy1rin 'their lletin yard:

A coply of,..the sclaze 't4esteii incl ded

f A

II.,Thursday,

ppendix.

arch 14, Toadlena

A. Morning Sessions
,

4

1. Administration to the ten participants, The

McKee Inventoiy of Phonetic Skills', Level 3,

explainind that the tegi assesses' knowledge

of'and ability to ciscriminlite initiai,consonants,

consonant blends; elonsonant digraphs, hard, and

soft "c" and,"g", final sounds, vowels,
,

dipthongs, vow*digraphs, the schwa, prefixes,

suffixes: common syllables..
.

2. By working a study,group with each

.

participant reading one frame and.giving the

answer, we completed pages 23 to 46 of Wilson
1

ana Hall's Programmed WordAttack for Teachers..

They asked to;complete the workbook 'to'gether

on. April 18. .

. Since they had copies of the Reading Process:
Y

The Teacher. and the Learner, I pointed out' the

4.
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-0
..,

...,
i

. ,

if
,:i%

.'11,
.. .

phanics and structural kills oul,...

:Chapter vrt. . ''.;:* A4.1,

,.them .
I read ,

1

'0 them the several

'. confltc$

1 and l4':.

nes in,

.

lid cultural exPectat

cUlturrii

ons in chapters,.

. ,

I assigned ,chapters 7: 8, 13,""m!,4 as A
....

*: read&ng AstsignMent far April_118. ,::',.
%.....

IIi..titirsday; APris1-18,Sasee:
... ,

N-,
.

.,k Marning,Session , -`,,.,, .

,.,

-.
.

. ,.

Nss.1 We finished the Programmed Wotd Attu far

eachers prograt this required more than an,

lourof time. I' tried to explain on the ;
c..\

blackboartg. we 'went along when there ,were -

04fion5. a

.
. - .

. I adMini"stered t Dolores Durkin Phonics test
1

,

14 Te ihe (
.

, did extremely
.

well on e test.) g .,

.
.

...

x
,We talked about the'Z)kguage-Experience pproach

io I

41) readin and telatedAt.tirmany of the writing _,F,
, I .,

. 7
actigities they had already tone, in Nava o. We

talked about vocabulary control, child0anguage,
i

.
i

nen-standard languagp, working in smalli,froups,'

...,.

danuscript and repetition of ut 44ful
o

vocabulary,.

41-
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I .. .

B. Afte noon Session

1. .. asked' each

7

Tticipant to !Com ete My,

idioms test: _tried- to
r

item multiple choice

39

them,that idiomatic. language isv

abst ct, ..tor second language learners.-
.:1,

I.aske& t m to con ete the /5-item multip e

,meanings test. We Check the.answers iogatlher4

asked, them. to find in the book (The Reeiding

. ! `-
Pro s) the sections .whre c mprehe,son skills

.

t

. . anddstu skills were outlined' nd from the

'text we Jork seyeral pf thes6 exercises with'

1\
. 'the#TIrticipants king turns relpondihg.

,b. ,

SieteI was returning. nly once re, I.tock

.
. several minutes to..gi've' them an assiinment of

. . . % .

. ,

'activities to_comprit before May 9.

,w4ire:the.informdf reading inventory,to

three children. hey cotad,choose any
,,

..

'. thiee irail4le to theM).

b. .Give the Dolcil lis 'of service w rds.to

"'. 4).-
.

thre childre 4o.see if they' uldtpeo'-,

. A

--"'"Irounco them a :sikhi:
o

6.iV0he McKe _Inventory of phonic skills to

threv.childrcn. Be sUre,to notice if sub-

sectioh D is the most 'difficult.

1
..

A

,,,
,.,

\.
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d. Give the multiple meanings test qind the

idioms te to 16lah, fifth, or sixth

graders to(see if 'they can respond.

IV.Thursdey, May 9 Sdnostee,

A. Morning Session

(Wally Davis, Lorrapie

yangie were all in/Bi ngs, Montana-for Indian

Education Conferen4e)

1. We began by askin4 etch student present to
)

present his findi gs from the informal reading,

,the,Dolch sight words, the idioms tests, the' I

40

oome.k B. Blackhorse, aryl

,

multiple meanings teSt and the language

experience stoVies.

'2. This reporting took all cly'because they were

reluctant 6) talk about the inability of the

fifth and sixth graders, to perform on the

idi ms and multiple meanings tests. We scored

dk ma Of the papers in class.

B. Afternoon se&sion

1. The parfiCipants,found that ,the sixth grade

students were-*ahle to pronounce' the 220 Dolch

service words with9ut difficulty. When I

rointed oui that for first language students,

this...is the sight vocabulary expected, of second

....... Ov
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(5).d scent only to "baby-sit"1

41

qy choice of text material for them to buy was certainly

..appropriate. I could have covered the phonics material

_thcut the program and I dodbt if the program was of much

,alue to most of the participants. They liked the idea

of filling in the blanks in the program but they didn't

demonstrate successful learning when they took Durkins Phonics

' Test for Teachers.

The 'actii-ttes I asked them to do eemed to work well

and I think that-the "Overview of Readi " in my CU-

.?ECTIVE PrAIINC text could haie beenmultilithed. and

em anyway, that would have been sufficient textbook mat-

think they were pleased that I came to spend a few

lays in , eir program. Six of them asked me%fo autograph
....\

their textbo filch ,does indicate, I', think, that they .

-.

attached some impo ance to the fact that the author of
!

the book came to be thei teacher.
. \

They gave me little -eed6ack as to the ,importance they
\

attached to sorie of the things I did that I.thought were

very important, During the times when they didn'tlook. .

nthuAiastic and the times when, they seemed to be paying

pbatention to me when I talked to them, I felt pretty -,
I I

ulsuccesal. But when they.demonstrated on the last day

th'fat they hid'understood the assignment pretty well and

haI fOund out some of the things."they wanted to know", I

felt t more successful:
. , i

1
,

1

Miles V. Zintz e.

1
Professor of Education
May 27, 1974

44
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4nd thiPd grade students, L tried to explain

42

one of the underlying purposes of the bilingual/
r

bicultural program was to see-if by beginning

school, in the chtl<s primary language and giving

hhim systematic instruction,-in-Qastering_English

before he was required to reai11,--peshaps/this

gap couldbe narrowed. I postulated that with

/good teaching in a bilingual/bicultural program,

by the end of sixth grade, students should be

.bvble to perform at grade level in both

lAigiages.
,

2. .At the end of the afternoon, I pointed out that

all of Ahetopics'we had covered in our four

days together were discussed in the textbook

and showed them where in the text they could

afind'a1l of these discussions.

,COMMENTS:
'

When I went to Toadlena the first time, I expected the

participan s to' hove had N

they gave

deal of .experience,

) i

in teachers' cl asrooms. If that were true, theave Ino

[

. .

indicatiohe Thy seemed very reluctan't toba'ccePt assiin-

ments requiring them to test children. More sPedificall.,
./. -

wheh they went into teacher's rooms to "cover" `lasses s

teachera could meet with meat 300 p.m., they .h cLno plans
i

:
.4
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The child before he
comes to school:

1. Pnbittvttns thr awind
uyatrn of his parent's
lanewbge.
P. h.:velopa fluency in
thnelongunge,
5 This language meets
n11 his communicatdon.
noedn.
4. All hie experAences
are deacribed and
categorised in the
vocabulary of that
ringuage.

Lnns:ungo
Conflictn
RCTliTOL

ti

_ 1.
2.

The ecpool aneeeoeo thane
pre-randIng skill' pod
abil1t,ca

1. L;:glish Langundo Maatery
Pronunciation
Sentence etructurs
Sntence meaninp,

School Behaviorn
tnngungo facility
Large vocabulary
Long attentiop aplA
Nujoya group game.
Thinks and answors .

ques'tiona
Follows directions
Finishes teaks
14ft-to right Pr aim
Ilus a desire t(

AWarenean
Understanding- -----

1
Empathy

4. Coping
2.

Contrastive
Analysis;

Language
Experience
Reading; ,'

Bilingual/
Bicultural
Program.

Language/Culture barriers

1

,

-'1zr

.4

cad

to 1=0821 in school achievement:.

PRE0READING SKILLS 1

English language competence
'Oral language ability
Knowledge of_krammar

Surface structure
Deep structure

Depth of vocabulary '

Formaitting'questions

Formal Readinpt
Sounds and letters
Basic sI ;h.t words

Pre- selected vocabulary
(sot the child's choice)

May develop, sounding skills
without meaning ,

About 250 words in first grade

a. basic !

b. enrichment
c. decodeble

Gray's four-stop procos in word.

"identification:
a. perception
-b. comprehension

c. *action
d. integration

6-year-olds
First Grade

7
0
or
nn
0 Da

;

Currently achieving.

46'

P.

n 0

6a

t
O 1

as

0

x

C
7
0

a

PRE-READDIG SKILLS
Start with child's f

langUage; child la

best in his prima

(Critpria:
1, Legitimise .

2. Accept: equ

3; Change the c

Ora\ language emphss
Exteitd the
Feach.Fnelish as a

la4uags

/Informal reading
Primary lenguags f
Language experien

choice of

No ,mphasis on let
'Child learns abet:

in stories ha h
write

' Emphasise mneutri
of English sync

Trovide an abund
Self-seeking, sal
selection at. a

.12 -year -bids

'Grad.: 7.0
.

. . .

' Diagrenl. the Child's Right to Read in Both/Either

His Own Vernacular and/or English'

(

4"



Ard:,.age
Conflicts,

1. Akaronsaa
2.' .1.7nicratanding

_3. Empathy
(4. Coping

bditrastive

Language
Exerience
Reading;

Ellingual/
Bicultural'
Programs.

The echool a:Ise:soon those
pre-:nth:1:1g sills And.
abili`$.-a:

1. Lan,3u46.. Mastery
rn,,nciation
Sontosce atructi_rs
Settenco meanin

2. School Boht-riorn
' tnngunge reci)ity
L.rat vocabulary
Lor.ntteti'on apxn
Lajoye.group go.ness
Thlnko and answers

questions
Fnl.lowe directions
Fin:abets tasks

'progressiOl
Rua a desire to reed -

in school sChiewczent.

s'

PRE - READING SKILLS
English language competence

us Oral language ability
nowledge of grammar

Surface structure
Dmcp.structurs___:

Depth of.vocahulary
;Fora eking questions

Formal Rending'
Sounds and letters
Sas,- et-%. words
Pre-selected vocabulary

(Not the child's choice)
May develop sounding skills

without meaning
About,250 words in fleas grade

a. 'basic
1, b. enrichment'

, q. decodabls

Cray's four-step process in word

identification:
a. perception
b. comprehension

reaction

d. integration

6-year-olds
First Grade

Currently achieving

46

12-year-olds
7.0

n9
a
,.. .,

n o3 Pl
O
m. M

,o-

g
C ^'

0

x

S r

0

PRE- EADINO SKILLS
Start child's first

language, hild learns

hest in his riMsry limpets. k

(Criteria:
1.- legitiniz .

2. Accept: qusl status

3. Change the curriculum)

Oral lasiguagraohssis
Extend the child's intelligence
Teach ansliah as a sacra

langu://s

Informal cadin

Prima languags first

Lange experience stories
Chilors choice of vocabulary.
No emphasis on letter sounds.
Child`learns about-100 words

in storic,he'has helped to

write

Emphasize mastering deep structure

of English syntax
Provide an abundance of easy books

Self- seeking, salf=pacing, self -

s4a 'zinc are at work

4
4

Dlagram,I. The Child's Right to Rold in Loth /Either

His Own Vornacular and/or English

4
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Ties flies
/I ?mit-flies like,

1, 4

11. an arrow.-
banana.

They are buying glasses.
They are drinking glasses
They ate drinking coapanioas.
They are drinking leioaade.

They are eating itpp ee.
They as sating apples.

.

. .

chased
)

the dog. ,

yak chaead by the boy.
vat the boy that chased.

the dog. .

The boy
The dog

1 If

The tax fed the dog'that belonged to his on.",

A boy hid a dog; and his father fed that dog.

4-7 eae,r2e.A-tr-eAl.

48

,

.4

alb

4

ibes ..164tabsisi4 &sided to go to

MX. Tabriski may *book his bead. "Ilia
.

bothered with a gl co this trip, sot eves a
Vis Nov Tork0 I have see t vork,to do,"

44

.,/ - Poor AlTctlOscar:).just roilantt
.soeS

always go everywhere together," hegg to hi

mean to es selfish. The first thing -tomorrow,

I seed a vacationl"

Tien Oscar got into his bethtub and slept

The next morning, shop the sikl climbed

tratstrOilso Os() re/ few minute!, hcs"
Cicardgite load, .The let4 kaitit
fleVIAY

Oscar's Airp

Daar Oscar:

o

Al
ea It 54ra"to. ski goodybp. I as

Take good care of yourself until I come

/ye.

'Ora& level: Third grade, sitood level

nmeber of cards: If4

49
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by . V 1% ' ; C
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.
%ea 41Pritkolisivi decided to go toits..kaseleel Oscar want41 to go with hip..

last W. Zabriski only :look his biad. eV* sorry,he" said, ''but.I can't be
like as arrow. ..%

,jotbered with a si<1;.. his trip, not visa 'rim.* seal: ePnu.st stay here
-

: , ,. , is New for I hi sled t work to do." . . .

a banana..

d9 ' '1.1/: TO; sAkeircOOscar. 4 Re ;gust gicinot stay Wiley York all alone() "Wee

....

.
ars '`buYing . glasses. : ' i ' Sot S/` C'

1 .irk . drinking grassed " always to evorywher,e togethar, !Avg to himself° "I know Kr. Zabriski doe3A'trare
fk+ell of One

.drinkipg c oapazions-., ' , .are drinking lanostide. , '' man toWe selfish. tth first thiag tomorrow, 'I'll aalk his iato Latinism along' .
. C' , .''t , . . I seed a vicationt .\.. - ,are, eating appleA.

. , Oilare' . bating. apples.r tosodscao-,iot into his bathtub and slapt.tmtil siorniag.
, it ... . .'

, 10 fhg
Tbe:mxi ;Orting; *in' the 84 cliabed frost his bathtub, .116 fot;f1 thit his-chased Clip dog. ,. "Wit _ _ . _ .

o,was .c has ol. by the 0137 .. '
traiqr)ha Soma Ix a few ;abut's; he saw Aikottp.or earning agaiesst a isrp flirt...was . the bo that chalet.. r.... VI"

'elhe dog. Ostarvifavorite food.' ,The letter 'aids\\ ?Y
.-

.

Dear Oicart . .dhow. , ... -,4hgt.
..

/ sayI WI° g9O4477 I a. tqo unhatily. about leaving youl
.1:11.7/454C, C

Take, good care-of yourself saitil I cora back. . e

To trainsr=atritki'.
. 5.:"

.. . .
.. .

4-6

JO

fetes 1

'like

N.

4 that belenged.to his sot.
sia.biifatbor fed that dog.

48
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'Outwitting Brindle, page - 2 -

Sbone, Clarenc.A. and Charles C. Gr

OiNeW Yorks Graw-Hill, 10624 pp.
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Pat Smith
Spring 1974' Report

'ENGLI'SH,102:FOR THE
SANOSTEE-TOALENA BILINGUAL TEA HERt

,

/

TRAINING PROGRAM ON THE'NAVAJO RESERVATION

. 502.

"..0 I ip remembering all the soundl,of the Classfloom at'

Toadlena Boarding School where, for eight ,weelcs; I, taught

Freshman English to a class.?f twel*Navajos; twelve

man and women. 'was the thiiteenth.,
, . .

not a quiet clissioom. Drummpg on desks, rocking

',and /craping of chairs, the 41iator's nervous tick'and

clank. Out in the hail, the sound of children being led

between Classesiand lunch or' gym': shuffles, giggles, the

occag'iondl explosion of their Id Secret world,.whatever

it is--not adult, not white, t totally Navajo either,

now that they have entered th' life pf a BAA boatding
, .

school. liamrocks'on, the Match bulletiniboard; the Harlem

Globetrotters are coming.'
7".

Teacher's shout from outside- -Hey!- Keep /in libel

Whoever he DS, however benevolent, the teacher sounds

ill at ease, on edge', unsettled. Laughter and moiipt,

language and"children; they keep breakin: uL' For a

while, anyway. Keep at it, and they .lea to stay in ,

,line, not\ to laugh, not to respofid.' No while yon're

around, anyway. Or maybe never. You annot spend time

,

5
0
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.
meaetheschilaren and not wonder ha 1 happen to

tlihm, not think of ralcoholism,Jra es and traffic fatality

,

and unemployment statistics.-- rather, what%you think.
Ao

of is not b the stories almost everyone

here ha'S\stertell Of th deaths of fathers, brothers, '
,

. -..2.

friedds, of what you must see when,yiii\iiricre back to
., . .

Albuquerque. .

'`':',.
. .

.

4
I used to6e silly, but now. I. am sad;'

1 ,used to play, but now .I.stuay. .,
.' I used tOsbe silly, but now I am Mad; le

I used to say'yes, buttnow I say'no.
.

i t
. ,

The fourth. graders wrote that--a clan poem.

,

.
Behind_%the.door of our room, the Title VII classroom

-----....------. ' - '
\

.. set aside fiar our use, this class.of.ads talks ou .

loud; always. It sounds g100, a constant shmm ring play

of Et fish AO Navajo jokes. teasing, quesiiin smartaS

answers Giggling, indigna t snortt, he menI lly
.

,

aaughtep: gat hassle again tod y by th priicipal

fr

for earinl h etson 4n he careteria d lun h;

." r

sounds like"'Pete,fM 1. LatDonald ';heIt'she talk Naiajo, all

hose!na als; hey Pat, this poe isn't r eally about a

Anake I think the guy must berta i g qout
- ,

And I laugh,410 more thin in an class I remember,'
.

. 11,
.evenIthough mostl -1).-4 gu4t know the jokes. It's not

.my Ialguag . I know a few. .words, the words they teach

t

Me, -and some es'they try 't6 explain the jOke.
. 1

,
r

5 o
.., . . . ,

, . .. ..

Isa..11., ..........orwur .00ftaa.116 .11.÷11.4 0141.....~1111.11111.111.1.91111111.
I.

.
. t

'4*

r

1
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One day the joke is somehow about windows. .Tse s'o--,-

,......' ..
_ ,

-- star-rock, . ,tells me,
"
laughing. . Window. The

c2

-

A ,

old people made a word for the, glass the iluaana used

in their houses, trading posts. Star-rock. Solid and

shining, hard,liUt the light passe through it, glints

off it. Solid 'and fragile, holding light.

Windows,i think; language.'

These ,twelve .people,
I

It's what you wane, of course, from any writing Class -t ,

language fitted idgether, So it shini; can be seen through,

is tough and,tra.nslucent: At leastiyou hope to show'people

thE'poss bilities of language as soilethingto see with,
. ,

w _. . ' ,,,

window looking in or'dut. But I wiry always about what,

I'm doirig up here. , ,

;Onc
!

, during the third week,. asks me

why we are doing all this reading and writing, this playing

around.' He is one of the most Navajo, one of thebrightest,

and the:strongest; he teases hardest. Dutingva break, he

. calls me ever, near the wipdovo I lean awkwatdlagainst

S radiatoi too marrow to sit on.

He likes the readinfhiand the writing OK, it's fun,

but yhy, are we eoing .it? They are' going to be teaching

Navajolcids, and poetry, he says, is no,t a part,of the
'

Navajo .way, He's not teasing now. He's,straight. Most14%

i

.,

he,dpes not took at me while I try to answer. Arms foldetki 06.'4
, Rr

A 4
lotking,ire,ctly ahead, listening hard.

ano ea In I& .1 IA IA 41 II
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truly; that I'do,noi hive any encompasslipg

rationale Ior.specific things we are doing, that,I don't.'

know what will,work, or end yp being of use'oin an c

,
elemeruary classroom on the Reservatlon. .But, I ask',

is.1 true.that poetry doesn't belong to'hi's.pe'ople'A
...

bway?, .ceeremonie , c anii...i 7 .

hey'ie real .., Like you wOuld'go to a doctor,
.1p. .- ,;., tr.......

-I't's ha d'to say,how.it is, tut IVs -not likespotms.
. s

. ,

Chants 'do things: ' a

, ,

ihere:it .- --There's a lot of.' things r could say
I.

in that moment. Make some great lyric deptsesof-yotry;
.. - -

all thedifferent way "you could say that poetry does,. do

things. But I ' : It suddenly hits'pe that ,he's. ?-.,

any, poetry does 't do things any mord, not
..,

y, not for a who e people. .I can remember ri!'. ding i
,

Grey Ound bus home from 55,1-.1-ege,aftet freshMan Aae,

almost flunking ou ,.achi for something like freedom '

.. , ,

and dignity,' goini back twa place'where I.felt what then

leemedrniarly unbearable conflict. And saying aver and
r,

,
.

over to myself a poem: * S S.

Dressedtto die, the.sensual _strut begun,
With my..."redvOns full of money A .

In the final-directiori ofithe elementary town
" I advance for as Tong as fareVer ,

.,7nd Cremember that Somehow it helped. It didn't

heal. (poetry almist does that fox me by time,s; saying :it,

NOW'. 11111
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writing it. But stupid to deny that there is a gap now

between sacred and secular, with me,-with mostof us.

I ask to wait, to go along and hold gment.

I say, most people have lost what you have. But -we think

that most poetry started there, where your chants still.

are, as/healing, worship, as a way to make the world

respond to desire, to put things into harmony. And

oetrykeeps,a little of that, Always, forisome people.

And,
il

d, this true, your own writing can to 1 other people

what you feel, what you see or want to seed. But wait;

see if it works
.1,

fo1- you, a little. See what you think

When we're through. And tell me.

Yes; ok, he says. . And I breathe, and e go apart.

The painful thAg for me is realizing that it has

taken this class to make me not simply rOructant, but

!

unable, physically unable,_to deal out the easy ans
,.

54

A word about relativity. Time at Toadlena--quanti

quality-1.as different from'any kind of class time I

have'ever experienced. I could not push.tliat class into

'writing, thinking; talking. Or--let me qualify that
/

I felt that in this class, withme as teacher, pushing

wasn't right. Easy spacers had to be allowed for silences,

bilingual wisecracking, meandering over to the coffeepot.

. .

I often found -my ol.'n compulsions and clock-serfse fighting,
.

againsi this Way of being in d classroom. Dammit, eight

-5 8 :
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creeks,: efday a week, six hours a day does notequal

'sixteen weeks, ,thr e days a.week, one hour a day, and I'.

Anew from,the beginning that we would not be able' do

what we might have done in fewer hour's spread out over

wider lime.... -God knows,L-w.a.s...teMpted to de Sermons. on the.
MountAs-ow it all atihem whileye were matibl,ed

together for that brief moment on the heights. I would

be fighting that lecturing urge, and meanwhile a long

desultory discussibn'in Navajo might be going'6, very

. .

possibly about somebody buying someone else's car. Or

pebple migh 'just not feel like talking.

But my ov rall sense of that class.wasn't at all one

of lassitude, or wiling off, or boredom, Dr teniesilence--

and I think my barometer for all those atmospheric c onditions

is highly developed, whatever langdage 4i being spoken.

Rather% ofAat;I,sens4d"Wasi46as growing prgamically,

intel1,e ,tua1 am&eMotione0,tecesses taini'their OW:6
,

. .

OpeAD4happen.. .144 rOwing Was not always-visible acid'

.cettainly,it couldn't be rushed, not 'by me. But when

things did.happen,thertended to happen in absolute
. .

bursts, everyone talking at onCe,,diarogue between me

and another person unexpectedly touching, the real, questions;

if not arriving at. the real answers; someone sitting down

a

to write furiousiy for half\an hour and Brea ing through.

to, honest and beautiful langbage, star-rock anguage.
\.

. / ma
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Sometimes 1 wouldn't'discover that anything at all had
,

. . .

,

happened until I read something someone wrote a week,

two weeks later; or until I had a conversation with ,.
. ti

someone during lunch breakp.or in a. pickup shuddering its

way down the road back home-to Sanostee.

I think, really, that those bursts hap in all good

classes,. But here on the Albuquerque campus, in a imes

between bursts, people make more effort to put on a

busy or at least -a strained appearance; they. scribble

in notebooks, or stare profoundly,up at me as I stalk

around the room and natter away. But the.bursts aije what

matter, sukly, however you get there. And I came to

enjoy those in-between times at Toadlena; even learned,'

for the first time in my lif , to drink coffee and like

Like the old people s y back in Maine,
Listen, listen to the orn grow.

I -ant to tell about the rst time, the first' class.

I.teach in the morning on the Albuquerque campus--

56

'Edgar Allan Poe, sophomore poetry writing,--and then Fake

a run cr. the airport and the two o'clock plane to Farmington.

,Urn not used to prop jets. \We fly low overland to

Gallup, plane and airport both,so small that landing and

taking off seem as informal as parking and unparking a

G0
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tar, back\up, whee around, roar up and out, almost like

-40'.: cars AI high school, foam rubber dice dangling on the ".

\wInIshield. Then North, over the Reservation to Farmington.
I

3rown cracks and wrinkles, Mesas and washes,
\

skin of the

land showing and bones breaking thyough... From the air

it

I spot those two toothy peaks, Ford and Bennett, rising

on .either side of Rte. 666 just where the dirt\turnoff

comes, heading west for Sanostee and the mountains. And
,

a little North of them, the big one, the classic. Shiprock,

f.tell myself, but I. hardly believe it. I feel dumb,

tupid, remote. I'm.up too high to sense I'm here, about

, o begin, and beneath that remoteness scared that I've

blown it already. I've thought too much about this teaching,
.

gone and-foYmed too much of an abstract image of what

, it will be'-like.

I should have driven. Or walked. I need grounding.

picks me up at the Farmington airport,

fifteen minutes late.because of a meeting in Shiprock

about the four Corners plant. The Navajo want the plant
'111,10

to,paythem not just royaltiei, but taxes which are

presently going to the State of New Mexico, even though

the Plant is located on Tribal lands. --his incan-
,

' descent face, his strange blend of moving determination

And gentleness, -shrewdness and benevolence.,

6 1
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Tlik drive to Sanbstee dissipates some of my numbness,

the anesthetic distance. We run along beside and fin Ily

cross the San Juan River, the Reservation Border. Lar er

patches of snow here, and sheep, and Navajo Tribal

58

Enterprise signs.' The Four Corners polluNon is bad tod y,

great billows of industrial steam and sorry-looking strea s

of cloud. From the ground, Shiprock is barely visible

in the haze. Memory flashes of the-New York skyline from

the Jers.ey meadows, of the SD Warren stack in Westbrook,

Maine; as a child, I learned to tell wind direction by

suphur stench from the paper mills. Diffuse, liberal,

selfish anger: OK, I give up on the Hudson, the Presumpscott,

but they didn't have to go and do this just as I get here...

Pointless. Latecomer.

Still, here is the land, even without the brilliant

air, especially after we turn south out of the muddy road

construction and bogged caterpillars around the town of

Shock and head toward the heart of the Reservation, and

everything opens out and ahead. Getting into silences,

, with hia\perfect sense of stranger-manners, makes

,mild conversation until he feels he doesn't have to any

longer, and he doesn't: I am remembering the rhythm from

the last time T was up here, and I just want to look

out the car uindo%. But he grins.when he sees.me craning

t3
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A.

around in my'seatbelt
4
to take ih Table Mesa, cyclops

castle, can that be rock? And we \laugh together a t a

. talking record on the car radio aboutThow the USA rushes

.to the aid of oppressed peoples everywhere and gets no

help in return for its own tornado victims, angel-voices

in the background tracked over Tex Ritter's,earnest

sonority.,

And finakly, 'Loki, as we bounce west on the dirt

into Sanostee they're pla ing Roy Acuff on Wabash Cannonball.

Incredibly high, I azt, for,those last w washboard

Miles. '.Hardly.coming home, .but feeli here, andcoming.

to a. place I've been once.before when brought Me

up,to visit last fall, coming to a few. pelpple, things

remember. Brown and white land sculpte in eatth-haves,
. . , .

,matted sheep standing stupidly in the midd e of the road,
. , .

hogans, as we, get closer to the mountains!, corrals and
I ,

the woodpilesweathered silvery, wood stacked in twisted *

cones, I an shy about asking things:* but volunteers

that he big bluff parallel to the road, oran in the

late afternobn list', is Sanostee, "rock-in-la ers".-
.*.'

The school finally visible; raw, intrusive buil ing'Slabg,

ete and:dirt.,

At the aphrtment with , then. She has been up

heile four days straight, looks tired, has been lo

(.it will take a few weeks of this plike for the Sa Ostee

6 3
011130. 4.. sa.n. .. .., ono a. ay -u...s.
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,oneliness'to eepilmto ir.;)-'0.1ts, but it will.) We curl

r4),..on either e d of the uncomfortable sofa, surrounded,

\
by all the its laced angles and bad, light of th t apartmen

and she gives me afast account of the week. On uesday,

a big bitch session wth the trainees,' fussing abou

credits:.Ork,load: la'tecomers getting to take the sam

advanced cc4.rsessas people who have been with the program

,,longer -.really steam-pressure hisstv out, with what's
. .

.being talked abou not really what,ts wrong; tIe real
o

problems proeably *eper and ,more diffusefear, maybe

of aetual.ly succeeding and getting a bt achelor's degree,
r

.

job possibilities, fear of the rlassro m%
student:teaching'

, .
,

coming up this semester, bard to. say, ertairrly

..

isn't fragile and Canthandle ,the bitching and;teas'ing--

- . we agree it's far ,finer thari apathy or silent resentment--
,

.

but heard about it and was anxiouslefor her:wanted,

0 -
'16 chew them out.for not being respectful, I guess.

..,

said uh-uh, and, she had a.gao& day'todaytOmorro4
.

,

who knows? ,

We settle deeper
,

into the sofa, and sleepiness and,I

tell hei about what- I alight do tomorrow-,-P,ie brought up .

c.,_
,

A lot more stuff than I need, so,I can feel tbem out., feel
. .

, ,' ,

. free of a single plan that I would hive to stick with evn

if-it_wasn''t working. Over the semester:4 tho gh, I ddn'\
. " *

Kaye much of a set goal except to getthem pla ing with

language, Naajo or'Engiish or .both,' get----tkem d ing kinds

_____,..:......_...'.. :..... , . ... ...... a.. 6.4 .
,,,,
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of ....I:4s that someday they may want, to get their, own

classes of children doing, these ch ldren for whom, I ,

, surmi , maybe wron ly, language mu t seem more threat

than For writing, mainl I plan to use the

only technique I've come acrois th often works with

people who are tight and uncirtain about writing- -,Ken

kIcCrorie's concept of "free writing", where, in the

bewinning you just sit 'down every, day in class and fill

up a certain number of pages or minutes writing words

on he paplr, never mind` grammar, spelling, or sense,

Jut write without stopping, your own name.over and over

if n thing else comes. And eventually - =in two, three

51

0

weeks, maybe longer--peqple get bored with diddling around;

and, almogt by accident, something, bsicome that ii not

tiff, that is fresh and br , Not a complete essay,

.maybe, but a paragraph or a few sentences or a phrase.

The teacher and the,classspead time talking about what's.

alive and whyYnot abut what's Cleador ungrammatical.

And for some .reason, if'the writer is confronting, something

in words that count Do him the incidence of mechanical

errors and poor* tfuctu e goes way down. (After a while

when people are excited about and proud of and not'

scared by writing, you cfn get more demanding about

Methantcal stuff.) I don't know why it works, 'but'it

Art/M001080 WT ow,. 4,, .014M44 OW
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does. jr has, back in Alboquerq e. Here--I!m taking no

bets o anything.

ve brought up a lot of po ry On dittoes. No

anthology suits me for any clan , andthroughout the

semester I will'Merrily go ahead and rip off

_,-%5;;;Titit,s, figuring that if they knewwhy I Was doing. .

it'they'd understand. .(The poets would anyway, not the

book companies.), To begin stealing'heavily

from Kenneth Koch -'s work with bilingual kids, in NYC

inner-,citY'Schools, where hegot his kidi writing by

gettingthem to do class poems, each, kind contribUtin

a line, with am ,agreed on subject or starting forMUla._

I've brought up dittoes of the Poems Koch's kids wrote

where inch line starts "I wish...", and a lot of other
0 .

poetry somehow on the subject of wishes: The beautiful

windy-thingby a nameless 15th century.poet...

. . ,

Western wind, when wilt thou blow
The,sall raindown can rain? ,

Christ, that my,love were in my arms,' ,

And I in my bed ajain!
1

'

... . .... 4

and children's ,Chants: . ,

,

I wish were an ory ory orange'
4K. p ''' , .1

I wish I were, an ory ory orange' ', ,

I'd 'go squirty squirty squlrty under-everybody's shirty
. I histct were an ory%pry-orange... . .

and Roethke's "Wish or a YoungWife:
My lizard,\ my lively writher
May youi'limbs never wither
May the eyes in your face
survIve the green ice
of envy's mean:gazei
may you live.out your life' \
Without'hate without grief
and your hair, ever blaze

.00- WO OOP

.66
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in Or sun, in the sun
when I am undone
whpn I am no one

,

and Auden's "Nocturne", and ballads like "I wiSh I were

an apple/ a hangin' on aIree.. Well, we'll see.

has been up here teaching theaka unit'on children's,

lit and that went very well Good omens. Bed.

Hard to sleep., I'm tense, and my wide bed on wheel's

shoots across the floor every time I turn over; as in

prison courtyard, the lights in the compound burn brightly

all night. Wild dogs htNing; fitful snatches of dream.

Up at 6:30 in total-darkness; is a good-breakfast

believer. My hands shuffle toast dittoes, books.

Ritual checking and reche ing; have I got everything?

Anything? We slog across the ompound to where the sOkoolbus

waits; this half of the semester, classes will be at

Toadlena Boarding School, south of here and away back in

..,

the mountains, close to Two Grey Hill's. I Meet
'S

the trainee who's t.o drive the bus--an older man, big,

1
,

kind of closed curious out of the side of his eye abouX

me, the new on . Don't blame him. ___, the project

-secretary who ill alscybe in the Class,, drives'with us

as we leaVe Sa ostee, bluffs brightening in the dawn

light. hen emergewe eme onthe main road, 666, a winter

mirage is formilig at the base of Bennett Peak, the bad

\+.
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one wrtere witches are said tOlh ng out; light and warmth

off the glaze snow lengthens images of scrub foliage into

what looks like huddles of smaJ.1 outbu

.trees. talks about tilat, and about re nt car

accidents on the S/anostee Road (In feW days, e and his

family will btc-smashed ,broadside by a drunk ,they , his

wife badly injured. Our conversation, that morni is

a warring, remarks,later; in the Nhvajq

you,are xapped on the shoulder--you kn w.)'

We turn ofi onto dirt again to go pick up

, al young couple. Sheep dm the r ts, bad

bounces. We skirt Captain Tom Lake, whips red willows

and ice fishing holes, rWhen' we pass by her this

afternoon on the way home, twenty horses ay, roan,

Y,

and'.

.chestnut, will be breaking the ice t drin .) A hawk'

cruises low, in front of'the bus. At bad bouRes,

jokes with, the others in,Navajo, grins back in the mirror
i /

.to see how I'm taking it. I grin doggedly beck. Always,

those rides over and back were important--for trying to

place myself, a little, in this country, for feeling each

_other out, getting into the thythmof the day.

Toadlena, tucked in he mountains and the -juniper,

is surprisingly like a New England village, deep snow, .

dark evergreen, 6Lite 4nd yellow flame houses., Time

waiting outside the classimv while addresses the
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trainees. God inows what hetells them. I curts9""to the

. BIA principal and\v,ice principal or whateve ; instant

dislike, but itts i3roilably!the last I'll se- of them, I

hope.' Then, on own..

-
-Eley'ln.peoPle are here today Talking ch two fast,

4k
I rattle on ibout, chi n and po4ry, about hildrew's

4

s.

. .

rhythm, and o inakin hings,,and urge them to

give me ideas'. 'Stupi kind of--obv sly; the will share

65

,with me only if they feel like it, and t beta se I tell v

. -
. 0

ie./.'em to. 'Splutter, splutter, gasp-to firs base- we'll ,

try writing a 'poem ourselves.As 4 a class, eac li e starting

I wish, and putting a co,lor in every line."'y
e

They don't throw their notebooks at me: Th ysdp it.

f'm still so tight it take until I Start eading
4

,

4,

- what, we've all wriAkedibacl: to them to realize t ey'to liking

it: .liking leering someone speak what.they'Ve itten,'

curipus about what the other people wrote, gigg and

responding, espeCially to lines like "I wish bl? 4 WAS .4%,

beautiful," "I wAh I was pure gold," "I wish everyone

was red'." What they've written Is mostly pretty simple;

they're cautious, not yrt cunfl6dent enough to really hla).,

. loose: "I wish I had a green apple,"'"I wish I heck a
, .

.

red!car." OK, try_again, I say - -this time we ecIde that

,**

evetone's'line should start with "I wish," and
b.

4 69
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in it someplace akolor and a geographical place. We

talk a little aboUt how theshgame-like 'rules, plus doing

it as a class, would give people confidence, whatever

age they were. So far, no angry ideas that I'm treating them

Like children. In some ways, they're more playful and

open than the average 'writing class on campus. Much

comparing of papers this lime, giggles, Navhjo conversation.

I'm beginning to gut-realize what I Had figured, in theory,

about on-site teaching. - - .that becausd they can exclude

me anytime they want or need to with their iMnguage and

simply by being a grodp on their own turf, that because

here I am the one who must alt's, at the deepest level;

be off balance and alone and uncertain, tkey feel free

to hang loose with whatever authority I need to exercise

here.
;

And this poem--everyone's lines are looser now.

They are playing pretty subtley with language--and even,

a little, with their feelings. "I wish all the coal was

gold at black mesa"; "I 1401 this really was the Land of

Enchantment where black is white and white is black";

wI wish our Reservation was all green." Laugh4, moving,

,nudges. I think maybe we're off. I give them the poems

children wrote foi Koch, and ask them to look at them,

look for the kinds of things children Pish for. First
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dcadedic sort 4question, th e first I've asked them to
,

analyze something. They mention that a lot of the poetry

reflects a dislike of school and authority. ,YuP. I ,

..say that a lot of poetry that comes out of kids is sub-

versive;and write on the board the poem my seven yea`

old son has.been.chanting: .

,

I'm Chiquita Banana and.I'm here'to.say
How you can.g rid of your teacher today;
Just put a ba a peel on the floor
And teacher goes sliding out through the door.

.This seems to make them'uneasy; at this stage ofthe

game,..so do any specific anecdotes about my own experiences, ,

.

lIkettelling about the time was lonely.and said he

had wished so hard fora friend to, come tbat his wisher

hadbroken. So does my question about whether Navajo kids

have singing games that they ply. Too early for t'to

let my own subver'siveness out in front of them, too early

L"''
to let them into nie too much or to be let into thear.

Take it lasy, I think; maybe it'll come. (It did, later.)

What's so tiring is keeping your antennae out this far,

conducting a lively class and keeping a sharper than usual

eye on what you can Or can't say at the same time. Still,

I'm learning, I'm picking up on where I shouldn't go or

-can't go yet And they are giving me signals, and second

chances.

71
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Taey pick up on other sorts of things the children

*Isla for--food, desire to wipe out siblings and the oppo-

site sex, wanting to see.invisible or forbidden things,'

winting'to be granted the magical power of sight or

flight. And they are really thinking about how they can

. .

use this knowledge to stimufate children into writing

,
.

poetry. I must s ee about borrowing some
, childre n. for

this class to work with. We try another class poem, 4

Imagining-that we have a third eye which can see all the

/7 ..

things normal'vision can't. The third eye sees--what?

This is.quite succelsful; lively responses,.freer wit.

The third.eye idea will,be a class joke for the rest of

the day-:in fact,'the rest of the semester. Good. In-

jokes mean beginnings of a tentative community b'etwee'n

all of us, not just them with me on the outside.

Now I give them some of the poetry not written by

children, and leave themalone to read it We start with

"Western Wind". I've been liking these people immensely

I
.

but tinderestimating them badly. tTheir perceptions floor

me. I start by asking, who do you suppose might be speak -
0

ing this poem?--what's he like? The responses burst.

"He's lonely;' wants a woman" "He wants a Karm bed;

..-

he must be outside, far from home." "A cowboy could say
m

this." "Yeah!" "It makes me think of being a sheepherder;
4

C 2 '

1.. 72'
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that's juStwhatv-you 'feel.likei".."Maybe a sailor, she

said It was 'an old pOem, and they had a lot of sailors."

: say, how come 'he's talking to the wind? ".Maybe to

blow him home, if he's on a ship." ."Or maybe the wind .

could carry a message to the woman." "Or Maybe," says

bright bright , "he' wants it torain and be cold.

and wet so he would feel the same way outside,he feels

inside." My God.

We take on the Roethke poem next--a sflight strategy

on my part, this one, because I vaguely rememberEllen

k

Spolsky saying that when Navajo Reading Study was trying

to devise a Navajo Old Maid deck of cards,At was suggested

that a lizard be substituted for the old maid. They`'do,

in fact, find the poem very funny. Good. I don't. ask

them about-the lizard business; but I agree it's, an odd

comparison, I.say I would feel funny if my husband c lied

me a Lizard, and I quick-sketch a lizard and a coke -

bottle- shaped lady on the 'board. OK; what p)uld, a

beautiful woman and a reptile have.in common? And teen

it comes! "the shape, maybe, they're slim"--"Lizards- ;

are so alive, they move so fast," says . "Bright

eyes," adds . makes .his tongue go inagplout, real

69

fast, and it.cracks us all up. Yeah, that too. They

talk about more comparisons in the poem, start to talk

73
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7 .en.y its like green ice, .about how certain
C

feelin,sc, can make you cold and numb on the inside the

.ay snc. na'.es you feel cn the outside. And then it's
.

.uncn And.lunch 'is' in absolute around here.
AW

After 1..nch, we, don't seem able to resume that pace

Jf the morning. I've got to ream to spread these s

hews aroun.1-better: I've never tried to teach for

tlis long at a stretch, and;rts going to lake som plan-

ning to fl-gure cut ways to make me and them last. What

the fallIg is I'm no't sure, but I think maybe just

the tIre2hess; thatl.was an'intense and wonderful morning.

: try t, i.ick up oh.the tailep'd of the discussion about

the Rcc:nke tnat's almost always a poor idea, to

take sc,-eth!ng up again After a break ju,st to make one

s -a11 rein:. Tren I write on the board Yeats' "Sbng ,of

Aergus", and ask them, to rite a paragraph

an it. :s.:T.ose I.had ,some vague idea they'd like it

1:ecaSse :t's-a .7rn-'44and because the fish changes into:

a girl ins!, r-ns away and that if they,belong to a culture

astrcr, tradinon. of myth, they'llwlike.it. Ha..

Sttke :ddy.. If you like (vie myth, you won't

ltke 'em all. They assume Aenius is crazy.
4

st=y.',Yone_of,the f,reeheelimg thinking .

74 .
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'\ doing earlier. too tired to figure out

`.ow to try to salvage 1t.

B,,t then I have then do a freewrite, explain about

hcw they can write Whatever they damn well choose, and

that I don't want theM to worry about spelling-and.

.grammar. This they greet with incredulity, but, I see

li
rater, it brings interesttrIg result's. Mot choose, to

. .

tran ascribe:rote what they're'seeing and ng in theheari
. '

class, some &re yenting steam about being asked to

write. But here. and there some real y effectiye descrip=

tion, prose, rhythms, some statements ef personalfeeling,

.

about the cl&ss, their lives: Given ticae I think the

method may work 'here as weq. as on campu . I try.te l

end high; we do'another olass poem, "If I were a frog..."

Ad theY do hive tun with that: they get,w t and energy

back. "If .I were a frog, I'would croak al \\night
\

front.of -a beautl.ful:girl's house..2" yeiare, ex- :.."'

halsted, and I Aet them go early. I'm so tired my eyes

41104.,
are watering, it's an, effort to hoist tytelf into that

,

bus. On the ride,back to Sanosted, quiet-
.

leans ever and asks me if Ikcbuld bring he more pbems

by children, or for children, if'I know more kinds.

of'class po,ems,yo6 could try writing with kids...She

.speaks-ip such a low voice I. can hardly hear her over

FON

rj
. *

firo.

, \1/41
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-red motor, _it she wants o know, she wants

happened after that:* Well, a lot, I think,

.t's to sa), what. We 1,ept up the

-lass poems, did a Jetof reading

3u17 1 ca.1"t really give a

ot it .111. Mc-flents of -.articular

,,,
arcund the mcw,Itain above

tie a_ ,

an,.ba.: fights a. d trying to rememSer

t.n, it r everything we'd smelled,

di-fttreLt ET .2,M the week before

a:., .. tr.e baLks. Reading Tolstoy's

,
z'',0dt an arcLbishd! who conde-

h.21:, wild men te say the L'ord's

a72; himsel: on his massionaty

1.1:.., . et tfleir three luminous ferns walk:ng

h, '47d as:- c the sea, crying ,"Wait! We've for-

", r.:.:,' :he c1105'sexcitenent about how

'::,plie: au c:i
tedchIng Navajos the right

war ta
. )

4
tsn't fL r':Ot out and ,do the same thing all

:ar-), to 'live. , worryi, '"Fven

realizes tlWt tfte hermits are saints?

over a.,c`.

I ..
I

0

%

.4,- r

72
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'andea me a freewrite, saying he didn't knc,w

if I'd Like it because he'd never.4one anything:like

that before, and would I read it right now?' And 'rea ing

it, and being unable to keep from crying over whhtli 'd

made, a strong poem for his little daughter:. j'My:child,

while !..od sleet, I'll 'drum, I'll sing. I sing the ancent

Seeing

e"erge as real writers, one 6y ont, and the others,

t00% suddenly come up with spmething.powerful or4itty

, or perceptive; I remember in response to my tell ng

heisto use her nwn words instead of Jesus-freak cliche

language abOul serving Ike Lord, welting me a funny.

and,47.:ry anal wonderful essay about why she had no

word., of her'own,..Iust'thete mg's'words,,
I

and her

1a,cestors' words., and how they'd all gotten their words

from someone else anyway', and how although some place

tio.n inside she might have her own peivatee6rds, no o e

but herself could ever be able to speak and hearthem.:_

The days when we borrowed Mr.iTsosie's fourth graders,

and the class was ,a wonderful chaos, and thp little kids

began'ec cut Nose. One little boy's line, "I used.to

say yeS,Ctrutno, I say '11;', brought us all to laughter

that was a kt.r..i of shoes. of .recognition, that's'it

that', '...hat 'lappens ler.c. at T.1:1k...1a...and another child's

line haunts me still; "I. wish I. were a white sheep so

73
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: could hide in a snowstorm, d no one would find

me..." The day, the last one, when I brought up/a
. 1

poem one of my Indian students in Albuquerque had written,

about HonestJohn's Seven Idols Pawnshop, in which the

wooden Indians come 'to life and transform Hone4 John-

into a naugahyde Anglo. (See that poem, by Beach,

in the appendix of, materials from the class.) We

talked a lot abotrx the wooden Indian thing, the un-

emotional grunting Tonto stereotype, and.then I 'asked

them how they'd present that poem to a qa.s1 of fith

graders. 'Act it out, said . Go, said I. And they

did--they cast as Honest John, constructed a pawn-
.

shop out .of,laterials in the classroom and all our

pooled stripped: off je lry, made a sign--Ueaturing

's Below-the belt Interest"--and ended by round-

da.ncingaround Nagahyde while George Washington'

( ; 6rokeiNio-the circle at the end and hatcheted

him.,i; death. The day a Navajo-speaking Anglo teacher,

, visited from' Rock, Point, and weitook a

poem of 'S and, working as a class., put it into

Navajo; the wild excited arguments about how to approxi-

,

mate "Windy wolf,, say something" in Navajo...; sometimes

the best stiff as totally unplanned. One day

came in and asked if he could talk to them for a minute.

78.
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I waited out in the hall, listening to a Naialo dressing-
. 4..

down, and came back in to find them Silent and mutteiing,

'and resentful. After lunch, Iwrote on the board

' Blake's "Poison Tree ":

I' was angry with my friend,
I told him, and miwrith did end.
I was angry with my foe;
I told him not, my. wrath did grow...

1

Blake would hive liked that class. They got it so fast
o

and so thoroughfy there was, scarcely.any need to talk:

,about it. That was the same day wedid "Stopping By

.Woods on a Snowy Evening", and aid said

the way that the s eaker felt about the man who,owned

clIP

. ,

-o
the beautiful woo s but lived in the village was just

like the way Navajos feel'abet the government,...

I could go On. And, needlessio say, I remember

the loW and.deq4rate points too, and the times I wanted

to scream, "Go4damit, talk! Talk English!"

Well...sugiesfidns, reflections, guilts.

It's not practical guess, but, instead of teaching

the class in a bunched-up seven waeks, rather haVe

had the meetings stretched out over the semester.

Six hours straight left all of us flat exhausted, tod.'

I *think a language block (if that's the proper term)

would make a lot of sense. I don't mean team-teaching

necessarily; I myself really work best when I'm alone

Im=rot........moramon u.o.a,...wr
79
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;:Ass, But kt could be great if, at the same time

s were taking stmethin like English 102, they

were a sc taking children's liter tur and maybe working

-.41.th one ci te education people n tea hing language skills.

And, in that block, it would be..i eal if here were

somebody like

at c

, someone good at oth Navajo and

atitie writing, to help them set the po sibilities for

moving nhat:tey write in English'into Navajo. The sad

truth seems to bj and 's experience elsewhere
.

bears this our-that-they have trouble composing original

and creative stuff in*INavajo, But what was being ritten

in 104, in,many cases, would make wonderful reading

Navajo children. All this good, good writing was happenipg,

but there was no one around to bridge the languages,

except for Le one day came up. That made me s44,

\..)!

and furious at myself for, not knowing Navajo.. Their.notian

0

of translitiLn is so rigid, and you can't bring them out,of

it by te.14.ng translation theolf or giving examples from

Latin or Fr2nch of good translation; of how you can"still

do it even though of course it has to be said in a very

-different way.

I don't want.to make any specific suggestions for'what

to reAd.; the climate of that course was more important than

any specific literature we covered, 1 could tell you what .

;.0
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worked ell for the thirteen of us--but I would shudder

77

to go frOn that into a generalization about Sure-Fire

Poems and Stories to'Teach Navajos. Lt our Trainees' case",

I think that it's pretty fair to say that if it was valuable,

,human literature to begin with, they liked working with it

unless, asiri the case of the Yeats poem, they were felint

off and tired anyway. Next time around, I myself.would

probably try usih more Native American contemporaryoiriting--

Uwas shy about\doi g tha Until the end" and then sorry

I, hadn't tried it, earliez.But what,'s go d and human is

good angl hum,An, and, dammit,, they really dd like Tolstoy,

_ and D. Lawrence; and I don!t ;Xl,too g illx'about not
A

running aNative American Lit course.

Enciugh.of this. The important part p Is report,

_I think, is the Native Amersican Literature t

1

tr inees,

themselves produced, and their. own evaluatio of t e course.

Here it is. Tolle leAe, take and read, as th voice a

to St. Aug'ustine.

81
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The United States Department of the Interior

Buleau of Indian Affai(s

'Wow: How un- sentimental can you get!

It seems like juit 'tailing about some kind of `iachinery.

n today als someone in my family.ge a letter with thi

la el stampe on it, I seem tip think of it as animperson 1

let e . ver, as he opens It up, I winder why le got tthis
-

let er.

re they oing to ask him about his income? or IS' it

info him abo t a meeting? or Will they ask him about th

welfar money? 'maybe even Social Security. Maybe) they a

trying o. brae him into selling something. Land? but hy?

It Seems -wen e ough, but what\about this land do they want?

oA.? uranium? co 1? -

.Anyway, maybe, I'm just rambling off about the stamp.

Maybe that's not what the 'letter contains at all! Maybe it \s

jytt from,. the 15ca1 scheo where his grandchildren go to .

school. .This is probably 3u their report cards.

,011!_ what'a relief!4'It is just the report cards and

the girls are actually doing well.
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What does being full-blood Navajo Indian meank Well,
t ,

I don't r4lly kilow. -I don'it feel any different ft-OP-anyone

else! f can't weave a Arfierd 'sheep (f-don't have any),

.., N 't

4I don't even:know the legends or stories, so what makes me
0

. 1 .....0

Navajo?' Even the languige gets aifficu41 for 4me at times.
0 .

Wharam I--who a'r ,Yet,.I.still say I'm a Navajp Indian.

I believe 0 th
,.

el"slIperstit.ions" (as,A bilagaana Would
.1 . f

say about our beliefs), the ceremonies as.in squaw dances, fire
. A.

. . , 1
. dances, Yeli'bi chef, etc. They truly are healing cereponies.

kt \,4.e. . \ *.
I belLeve ir tile "targazer", the "hand tremblerT and the 4
... 1

,

bAhervhedicine mei* There Are people who dres.s up .in 'skins
. .

41r- and roam the count,ry;side at night;-peaning harm. here art
..

.. -

Purposes id/ life fox` all the animals and birdssome are'evil,'
. ,y

I

some lire lobked upon as food sources and some are just there

to add tp nature ;s beauty and for our enjoyment. Thete are A

special prayer's ior.all anciO3ird's aqetherb are songs

;!Y 'I

-for alt%inimal 5n4/birds. There are evenspecial prayers
,,.$ i

. i. .

for turquoiseolcora-1, abalene shells, a!l1 jade, stones used
,

. v.

in our.O.welry.
1 .

,
-

.

Life is outdoor --Only.ifOne
.

is dead does he not "enjoy"
. .

, ..

I
flit oirtdoors. But. believepeople mf the past are-breezes,

' wind, sound of watet

.

runninge the swiftness of the
.

deer, the
. ,t, ' .

.

dpsign in a Navajorug,,ihe sounds in a' qUiet.room,--;:-so ' .

even after death life is.outdoors.
.

.

.

I till say I am a Navajo! A

.1 .
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W
.hen I was Ao raid -- Once

I guess I'm afraid all the time; but this one

time:I had a very bad hair raising experience.

This happened whenI was.in the'seventb grade,

manrytars ago, but I remember it well, like it only

.11
happened last

0
night. -

We had all Taken our.biths and had washed out

hair. All the girls ono tree middle floor were tired
" ,

but happy thas one evoikng., FOT some ieason'or other %

'we were permitted to stay up plater than usual. 'The

girl's were curling*Zheir hair Ind exchanging beauty

--tips. It was about 10:00Pg and we all'had gotten into'

bed ready'to fall asleep when we,heard someone playing

/
In the base-lent. There were. two piano 'rooras.in the basement,'

,

.1Aedby,girls that took piano keisons.w It as late; wi.Oh

Made us wonder .'hr One. of the sirls w4ild b'epermitted to

play the piano. . The person playing the piano.sounded'as:41

80

he were using the "soft've.dal an.d.,,the music hevas playing

was # familiar tune, one I couldn't quite give A name to but I
. L. but

; .

. 4 .

familial' nonetheless. He played this tune yery.Auttgly and

`slowly then fast and very intense. I began,, to feel very uneasy

and kind,of scared, because our hobsemother wasnUshinkjrn

1n1
room to room trxitt to find outyho;waS playing the-piank d

.

you could sense her uneasiness.- She asked two of the older,

/

girls to gc to...the oasenient with her. When they got.to the
'.8

, 9. 4Ir
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aoor of,oneuf the rooms the piano stopped playing. They, did

not enter the room because under the-door no light

They .;ost came back up the stairs looking scared. The piano

playing began again. This-time,Sevenllf us girls plus our

-housemother went back to the basement armed with brooms, dust-

pans, mops and what have you. We got to the door and the

. ,

music stopped--we stood very still, listening, but nothing.

Suddgniy'the- piano playing began again and we all rushed for

the door. We opened the door, turned,on the light--nothing--

but the Alan() playing continued, but this time it sounded like
. .

It was up on the middle floor: The shivers went up and down,

my .spine-.at that moment one of the girls screamed and we all
&

ran screaming back Upstairs. After that, the piano playing

stopped and we never heard it again. Still gives me the chills

to think about it. bur housemother never talked about it either
M

which added to my misery. 'There probably is an explanation but

as far is' 1:m concerned it was'a "ch'cidii" and nothing to fool

...atound with.

(Gradually, more sensual detail started showing up in

the -free writing they did-every week.. This occurred naturally,

without Solemn lectures about colorful writing, without my

.customary unspecific ramblings about the virtues of being

w

specific--)
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Feed the sheep, horses, and lambsthat is usually'what I do on weekends.
.

v.
.

Although they graze out in,the pasture, there are times when we gve to

bring t1 ::em alfalfa and grain.
e ,

The fetling of the livestock moving around you, the bleating and

A _

the heighdhg through he stillness of the caltry, gives me a wonderful

. ...

/ --

feeling cf peade.' I smell of the corrall areas, of the livestock feed

makes me. feel right at'h9re.

I see cep and goatsrushihg and pushing, shoving to get at

the feed. I hear the swisrdng oittooves,rthe grunts'and bleating of

the sheep And goats..'iy. the sounds make me. feel that the livestock

are h6py and trying to thank Me.

While I am feeding them, I am
thinking.about the living we iake tram

them, t!e f:.)od we c,ot out
of them; the mohair and wool they give us, the

I 0

beautiful is used for Navajo rugs and clothing:

And I an thirlilg,of the horses, especially of my horse Stitch,

the transport.atAbh they give us, and show we use them to firewood,

haul water, and for harling'sheep and riding than fOg ,pleasure.

I as ttclrufu-- t:at my saidparents acrd, the Old Navajo people before

me found and e.-.:pt a source to keep us alive and keep us happy.

Zn this day andstime of the different crises coming up in this

world, : wo:Ty tob much,, for we have the food, clothing, e

/transportatlmon, and we can pet by with our livestock.

I

ft A.
x,'
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There was an old man sitting in the shade, not much

of a place, but the feeling of happiness and home filled '

the air.' I don't knew him, nordo I remember ever, seeing

him elsewhere. His face was a frown,,but not the kind that

would rake you monder. Just a sign that showed aging, and

many years of happiness, and memories. The slight frame

hardly showed any weakness, this I know, because somehow

I cam tell. Though his skin was wrinkled and chapping,

o
that doesn't matter, becaUse I Thaw know. .

'As a matter of.fact, he's happy in his own little

way, deepdeep within his hettrt. He's been around,_more than

anyone could remember, he's had his fill, he's been through

.it----happinesS,loneliness, hardship', you name it, he'll tell

you, Bcause7-somehow I know.
,

It's a wonder how long he'SX:en,around, since before
(A

most of us were born. I wish X.'could have stayed around

him, through the years, but another culture took me away,
. r%

and after all these years I've been ai4ay, I finally recogrilze

a , . .
..

my own
.

grandfther.
N .

Because somehow I already know.

. ity mother-in-law very loyabl'epeOh. ShA,ii in
t.

her /Ate seventies, .but you'd neVdr know ,It.

87
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- The mlnute we step into her house, she starts stoking

he' fire in the stove, adds more fUel and putA the old

:coffeepot on. Then she takes flour out into a bowl and

dds0
salt" and baking powder. Dot even measuring with 'a

spoon--sne just pours them out into her hand, adds some

water and starts kneading the dough for fried bread or

tortillas. never know which she'll choose. Her oven

biscuits are also great. 0

Then she starts peeling potatoes or' cutting up meat.

,nave. asks if we want something to eat, or whether we've

eaten already.. wouldn't matter 'anyway: It takes 'her a

iwry stLcrt while to prepare a meal. She never gives -us cold

-^ or day old ,bread Or le.fto1/6rs.

What is hard for me' to understand is that Ve are only

fanily, and we visit with her three or. four times a week,

but tt. seLTs ,she overdoes h' rself each' time. Just 'think

ghat she 2.oesn' t do for r tives or friends she hardly sees

or viz:As '0,ith. I know she would slaughter a sheep fOr them,

and Vi-_.re wouldbe,a real feast. ,what a grand person she

1st nerc, many, timec we think we have friends or relatives,

.phut on the second visit we're bored to death with them. We

/ say, he worn out his we]come-41ovi shallow we ,really are!

I dcn't think site ha4 'ever' Iked to us,n and she never
.

gossips. ::.ere isolways concern for her friends, neighbors,

L

arid t Idt-ves.- If we bring her our problems or sicknesseS,

riotht, A y she sLtImons a, hand trembler .mi, a medecine man to

8 8, t A

",
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help us'out. Although she'gets only a monthly check from
1=.

44. Social Security, she always has money.6n hand to help.out.

anie. She always says, what's money anyway? A, human life'

is worth Mere. She has -never had a Check book or a savings

accciint or ever, a steady income, but she alway'S has money to

pay someone else to help in healing a friend or a relative.

About all I can do to help this yonderful mother-in-law

is to keep her well withla whitenan's doctor, wash her

clothes, send her useful presents and other odd and end

things, and visit her, because she lives alone. We also

show her sheep and sheep dogs a lot of res¢Agt. Purina .

__Ong Cr Alfto helps.

Rund and round the, hogan ran the children, laughing
7-Hr

,and shditing and crying. What'noisel What glorious noise!

#

I relish each moment.oi this time as I, too, remember

my ch4.1dhocd, the fun, the sadness and the irCnocence. All
A

this has been lost somewhere along4the path of my life. Now

here I sit quietly, absorbing the noise,liLe a vonge,absorbing

'water,

. . :

Soon one of the childre,n_runs over Ed eha bed, andstatit

to,jLrp on the spring mattress. lie jUmRs here, and thdre

without cautionbursting with glee. AS another child joinS,

himit gets even noisier. Soon another one. Comes. How

'careless'can children get! They Start pushing,each'other
,

8,9
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:.ave an, uncle whose name is Joseph. He's my mom'S

younge-,t. broEAer, and he's on parole now. He_ was at San

Quentin State Prison fof ten years, end just returned home.

last summer in August from California.

Since he came baCk he hasn't actually told us why he

got sentenced for that ,any years. He was in a one -room-

cell, and inagine 'whit tliat could do to a person.

Pcight now he's living with us, and he seems to be

normal at .times, but I .personally feel 'he needs some kind of

Ow
psychological help because his attitude changes.

'Wellwhat I mean by his'httitude changes is that he'll

be talking nice and latighing and joking, and then when you
.

turn ycir h.aok.onhiA he'll be a completely different persdh.

He'll loon mean, and he starts worrying about all kinds of

things, at cost of all he wbrries about hishealth cuz I he

thinks he might just' fall down dead without-any cause, and

when be's cut5lJe 41e thinks someone is going to shoot him,

and at tires .h.en he sees knives in the kitchen he gets

scar,_ rIght suddenly without knowing what he's,

doing accidentally stab himself or even commit suicide.

se're'all just oalm now and trying to show him that
,r.

we ard soon they're going to take' him to a' hospital

to help

* * *
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and it finally*ends up 44th a quarrel. The third child

'p'lfs!sec the younger ones off the bed as shouts and laughs,

jumping higher and higher. But he jumps too close to the

edg4 and falls off. 60010h4Waaaa! and, since no one is

paying much attention, he gets up and joins the group of

children who are noisily playing tag. They darted here .1

'and there, evading the on& child who was it. And as late

afternoon approached, the younger children began to tire.

I cooked them a skillet full of golden fried potatoes.

shed them devour the:food with relish. Soon the

skillet wai empty, and the kids once. more disappeared

outdoors
.

.N
,ks I cleaned up, I noticed two young ones stretched

Out on. the wide bed. I continued to watch, unable to look

'away. Now fast life,goes1 My own children had grows up

in no tine; seems like yesterday when they were just children.'

Now they've' gone to places I've never evk en heard of. Now

.onlyone remains here,, but she lives way off hftind the

nountins where her husband'is. If Y they,could visit

more Often.

I hear something. I think it's my daughter coming to

'take 'her kids hone. t silently go to the window and look'to

nee the familiar green pickup ap6roaching.,

\\0..

,11

A A
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LTalIc aooJt scsnethLng that maters to you--I told them that was important.
,

.

I rmleriber t,:xs day when , a fundamental Christian, decided to write about

something that nattered to her, all fight:)
.

Moss the Lord oh mzi soul and all-that.is within me and forget not

his benefit, .7.-7at-mases-me fpel good all over, to }MOW that the Lord

is good to ,:s, especially f6 the one that worship him and praise his ,

,

WooderL,1 Name. I-love, my_Lord. 141m, s0 glad I'm serving ,the one true

.God and his,name is Jesus! r wish people would just realize for-themselves

that 'they can fi4 the'only living God, the Alfa and the Csega, the

Eeginrdng and the End. ..

My friends, while there is time, seek the Lord, if you seek him you

shall fLrd, ,I.:ocka.rd it sa11 be open unto you. We are truly liVing
2.

In aayz, times are been-fUlfilled,.las He has said. He will

acne 11,,e athIf.f in .the night,rornang noon, or night,'I am logking

4
to h.o ctr--.11g again, caning for his loved'onespto take hik

ones, hce to 4the "New Jerusaldm":

tt.,.t-laugh. at him ard-joke about Him and don't dare mentikrk.

His ma-t .101 nd'ircre at the judgment, for those that foliow

and 6e.t\)::4t-up, get thrown in prison.

and JIIV,A will all be for Has flame Sakes.

These will'rejoice with Him in-the end.

.

the :isrd, oh my Soul, and alI
t

.

that .,:try re!
9 4)

NO%
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Mel* !thing any own words? What words? I don't. have andlwords:'
At

of my own! All the words that I'm using are the words that have beim'',

taught to me thro4h the twelve long years of my schooling, and all the

other words are juit borrowed. They're not mine at all. I haven't

, got a single word of my very -own.

s, Thanks to mu white Brothers, for letting me learn how to use their

wordsand perhaps their words came from their ancestors. across the sea.

Thanks for all the Greek words, and., the Latin, they have been great

help to us all. I can use the words of my tribe, but I still had to`

,"learn to speak those words, those Navajo words. I have a feeling that

my ancestors,were in the same boat, they, mutt have learned their'words

rrqm other tribes,-in order to corhunicate. I'm just learning now how
, -

to write those Na.Ajo words that they themselves learned, with the help

'of r.r white Brothers' alphabets. We hair: no such thft as an alphabet.

. I guess my tribe had to borrow that, too, so they could.see and`hear

their own,words s.the words of the Navajos.
.

9Q.. you see, I haven't got Tilly Words of my own to use. Oh, hoWli.ft

unfokurate I aml 4

l'eso thankful t it I have. all these words that I've used,today

to help re, fill up these pages. If I really used illy own words, yotc
''''', 4

couldn't hear these' or speak then. 'You couldn't read then, or Title
. .

.

them., I would be the ,only one to 'use them4ny very own wOrds. '

. . .

. .

s . /
,4
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?'em where-I art' I can see miles and miles of ground. To the

north., 'soutni east, and west, Plateaus, buttes, mesas and mountains. My

mind'wanders as I watch the heat waves
melting the snow, and I can

vri

easily sense and smell tie coming of spring. Just over the hill-J.1

can hear a bird singing its song, and it sounds as though it's happy--or

ris it relating a message?

And j ust yonder,,,over my
left shoulder, I vision an bldwoman

herdtrtg Lersurylving flock
of sheep, for the winter was long and cold.

The few :arcs tag alongside their mothers, aril it's just nice'to See

and know they're alive, fbr gentle innocent creatures give me a feeling

f freedom, a happy peace of mind. The cool ..breeze'still sweeps the

place every now and then,,:,but still my jacket is left aside, for I

mustn't ;et :1°14 Spirit think I'm still asking for winter. In

`the- Par dlst4nceI can hear faded echoes of oil Pumps, punting

away. 7..xyle,.; that bothers me today, I can't do or say anything about

just have to live with it. But knowing that I am

alive arch, on mother earth is all I need.

*

Today I, noticed something different in the classroom.

was a clock, a funny looking dlock. -.It hat"! two hands,

of course, but they, aren't both black. One hand is
1

?-;- . ,

"White and the other is black. Then there is th.e red
-

secon.d,..hand,,': I -wonder if this hap' Any moaning . One

thing they have in common, they are an on i.he face of

the clock, they are all :Aork,o14 toxether,.kbepang

At a certalh:,;iiace.'_.:_it,Makes me onl3er tAhy we 'a ren"' t- r

.41
tY.



like thisthe Anglos, the Negroes and the American

Indians.

We are'all on the face of the earth but hardly ever

cooperating with each other. If we were "together"

we would "tick" and move together, possibly,have

what we always wanted--"peace". Ali! but the difference.

We have feelings whereas the Clock doesn't. Anyway,

wouldn't it fia§ye.been a better world if we'didn't

hassle about racial colors.

Boy: does everyone like different colors until

it comes down-to-the racial vroblem, then no one

likes this or that color.

SHAPE POEM ,

.

wish I were shaped
Like an hour glass,
instead ()Van upside
dawn pear singing the
Sta'r-Spangied Banner.

91

I wish Iwas- round so I could*
Yoll

like a ball.

I wish Nixon would fall fl on his faca.h

4.)
I wish my va.thing mach'ne_were

diamond shaped, becabse diamo ds are'forever
and my washjogctwo: is always

'breaRling do

1-

I. wish Nixon, was shaped like a ball so that I
bounce him on the hardes .floor there was.



I wish I was round like a clocX.

I wish my head wasn't so'egg-shaped so

I could think better.

: wish I wasn't so cross eyed so I'd know

what beautiful shape the .girls had instead

of seeing nothing but square.

'A'fr I wish I was _not a

chip of the old block.'
I wish I was not as
round aea roly poly.

I wish-I were the Shape of a diamond so that I

would Sparkle.

I wish I was shaped like an object.

I wish I was rod shape like a pipe.

- .

I wish I wasn't,a square like

my square hcaa, round face'pal.

I wish Iwas a circle like a /cell
so I can roll around and

don't worry about buying gas.

I wish people had square
heads 'so when they got.triangle
dizzy they-would fall round.

I with,children,were squares so we
wouldn't have to buy and teach

with Geo Blocks.

I used to
be "footloose, and

fancy free" -

but now
I budget my time

and money and
,I keep my feet
covered so'people

won't see my
'coins and bunions.

92
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(

. . rused to think of marriage but now

r
,.I rath1 bA an old maid. .

\
I uled to flirt 'but now I'm married.

. 1,, ', .
. .

-...

I used toscold but now I'm cOld.and did.
..I used to be young but now Ityf'ndt%

.I used to never like Nixon but now It's got worst.
10 .\

t

I used to:be young but now
.

..I am old.

, 'x..used to be a Janitor but vire r!al a teacher.-'

1,, ,47 .'

I used to save4 money, bu ilqw r
I spend it., % ..

I' used fb drink but now I'm as
sober as a judge. '

(

`I used to be young but now old. ,*

Used to confuse but-no0 uncertain.

ustd to be single but,now married.,

0
I used to be young, but now-

V

mI' getting old%
/ .

to glow but
now am fading with age.

4

I used,to'live but now I'm dead.
I used to alarm but .now I charm.
I.used to drink but now Dim drunk.

I used to want to .1..6w pp, but now
I want down.

I used Lo wttnt to have babies
but now A want to have

baliitters.

I'used to go but now I'm gone.

...-vora.gare III

O
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RellAcn, qr'eat Spirit,

encly places; sacred c&em5pials, cants,
red brown told .

sa.ae 'nunter /

ravajos

:t7; tittion

Kr.,2b

'Little 'dig F;)rn

Custer Gcronimo Mangelito -
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Hiawatha Sacajaweya t.

4

:ar4A /41::-,ate paace treaties
,potteries

:,.'tan..; sheep
sheephrdors -jewitlries

giack Hills
thl on Way Food Stamps

Chi r
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Beautiful Mbuntain

.Here I stara \
.

R. ,; t . n

Here I cane to my0eautifUrMountain
`

Imumerable winter shows --
.... ...,:. c;

.:, ".

In the sunw .

'
. .

. it giNies the teadty of blue and green Colors

Be

the -beauty oi"blue sky

Unafraid'

Tbgether in,heppine4s.

"rhp land ofanhantment t

AV Of the Beautiful Mountain

Here I stand

*

itit gives I

t

in the ditCh that we called home

re the smog has settled down

Picki0g white trash, diggingblack coal

All day long in dark moist earth
Picking,and pulling that hard black gbld

-Digging black gold, picking` black gold

I fill my truck and I haul it away

And takd it to the poAr plaht
Mother earth's coal won't let me make a nickle

Even gftb I get it to the plant

I bend py,back till I thouOt it broke
tekeep,on thinkin' how -much I cammalca

DIgging byra: gold, 14111ing black. grad.

Q

.9V
w

A../ ao. .. -
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Frog'Poem

,,, . .

rf I we e a frog I ' d wits h: I,,wqs human.
v.

ii
\ . .1

Lf I \we ellia frog, I'd would' cluange balk into a

-pri s and 114e happily 'ever after.

i
wdre a frog, I would beat Navajo

I.

Dam:. A,

r.f I were a frog 1 could live in a world of,my own.
at Ca'ptain--Tow Lake. 4 ql '

: d

1,.f 'I were a ,frog, 'I would find out what is under

the mud in the pond.
A

-

If I we're a frog, I could' easily drown.'

If I were ,a frog,. I would sing till' the ponddries

, I up.

If I were.;',a frog, I could- learn to jump clear.;,across

Ithe plains in less than a minute and be able
to swim' across the ocean.

If 'I were a frog, I could croak all night in front of

-a beautiful_ girls house.

If I were a frog, I would- stay out of peoples ;sight.

If I were a frcg, I would get in grouble, hop :away,'
from anybody; and 'no onewill ever ..catch e. /

If I were a frg, 'I could just live' under the Water
peace.fply and look. at the'people with my
third eye. . .

$e

. .

Descri t (xi of ja Cow Skull

It is as white as the White House. :

The Lrack resemble? the present iituatiod in our goverment.

it The (ayes are too big, bqp can see npthing.'

The ears are also gone.

"rhe brain cavity is er-pty.
The ncle, the brain, and the eyep are forever gone;
ther,Ifore, it can't function tfie .1,:ay It usqd tq. .

It rave gone hprny four dr five years ago.
Yot a II Lr,e c,:cces are rangirg on for dear existence.

Ur.less it is treasured, it ray' not last.
'

\.
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.Third

?he third eye sees you while you sleep and sees

what you've been up to..

My, third eye, sees the gold of this universe.

my 3rd eye Yees'iil mygood dreams come .true,

,

. and it fdietells my future.

The third eye 'sees ii-eCtronflow fix a house wiring.

Thelhird eye sees all that's invisible to the other
'two eyes.

' The third eye sees the i.possibles:

The third eye sees not4ling but red.

Thethird eye sees nothing but a nose.

The third eye sees beyond the universe.

The- third eye sees into the future.

The third, eye saes what we're going to eat foil

Colors - Places - Wishes

I, .wish I had a green,apple frpti the planet Mars.

I wish I was a monkey with a red face and a pink tail

and lived in a jungle instead of a'cage.

I wish I was the yellow noom inouter space.

I wish the green blackboard at,Toadlena was orange.

I wish all the, people were purple at Gallup.

I wisp thoal was gold at Black Mesa.

Iwish everybody was broWn in the U4.

I wish'the ground color was gold on thl Navajo Reservation.

I wish I was by blue Lake Michigan* .

I wish this really were the land of Enchantment

where white is black and black is white.

I wish they had orange and I codld spend it in .

_Albuquerque.

I wish our reservation Was all green:

A

* *

.01 0
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POEM (English version) .,

:it . .. 1

LWindy Wolf {o Orte ay you run.=back and',
'' :%.,

'.forth .in the arena, anther day yo :are still. How
t

4.:.
'can ,I tall Lhat you are ittinkine'f eling? Please

4
,.4

.

. , .:.
P ) -'"., -:'-'

;peak td ma"... sCowboysomatime hit yo witlirOpe.
. .

.... '
.

..-,that must be painful. - I ride./ou on
,
lit ny days, ,

.

wh n,the foteospartt. A- r e

,

you angry at ow. bo1/4 y s ?

Do -you feel ain'oi delight? '.

..Windi4olf,lease speak' to me..,,
:f

POEM:(NavSjo veref:n)
r, k...

NIZch'i 0:e'i'tsoh
. .

NiZch'i ma'ii tsoh-hanidziih.
t'66 aZn6 ranilwo' Zeh.

WISTISZanda 6f t'66 sinizli teh.
Haash 61 yit'6egb shii.b64 hozin d6o baa'
nitsfnikeesfei d66
T"AA s1:gc.11 shichT hanid

Zanda t?'66k yee nidaninit tsxis aeh
Sik'e'esh ch'filshf4 Zeh
Hoheizilrgo oo'Salgo naa'ah66hai baa .

nida' diildahgo shi3 anildloosh Zeh. .

Akan' ish doo en1I'din \da Zeh. -

dinfniih daats'i nil ya,,.6t.46h cial.teS?
14Pch'i tsoh, 'CAA shndfshichT:hanidgill.,.

7 ",

1
1' ,...i..t"

)

.
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,
I .

i tb,is mor4iiig", when I left, my Tittle 'daughter was still
-,.. . ., ; , ,,, -, .

0,sfeep, toMetiales she gets up early, antrAometiMes slie, gets
. - ,! .. ,,;'.

up late. he' is, real)y growing ,fast, and ,she- i,s;a kear..ana.live. .
v ,i 1 ..., ,".

months today. $,he. is it, Nav0o, _cute,. bla6:1 hair,' 'iown '''§^,,_,. '..-.
,

..,_ , -.
. ..,. .

:yappy pretty, unaf id, lov ed, pidtected, smart. and.
.

.

. `'fiee: .
. t ...... I., 't ., ' .

.My little tlaugh9fewb,le.:you sleep, I'll, d um, I'll sin - .41
f §i hithe. AnC,ien; sPig0.41- Dream good `dream an grow straight . )

t
f'.' .The 'thite, sb ft ' aoel,in warm. ybu. 'I'll drug I'll' sing. I$ .. ,- e

',sing .Lhe Aiici6nt Songs.,, .
, X

M) child.? be wise and brave and may ou forever walk,
, . '.

I'll drum, P 11 sing. 1. sing the AnCient songs. Only the
.......

great spirit of the Universe will understand the meaning.
. ...

of my Anemenf song:. .. 4
.0

A . ,meaning,,Tie Ancient song* has this, meaning, and -this is, my ,grand- i,:*..
'' ,%

, .- . ,:,,, :-, .e . tfathe's `song, ... ... ., ...
.

; . 4-- -,;)
'cr,- k * 1 A

fl

A.
t -

r ` If'iwt-."

(Towards the end, they here all writ,ip.g. Not everyone,
. -A, , - . .

. `clot), week, And not all on the swop lecvel. .What came
', - .

wasn'tgfeweliteratUre, but i was,' as. a bodYTOwtir)c
1 . . 'f

from one
k.t. 'clwass,.,amorig the best freshman writitg I'd,

.

..see'n, simple and straight indmoVing., They bad-. ihings .
0

'they wanted to teii,f, - . ? '.1' -. ,, .

f

\.` t

o -s,
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Honest John's Seven Idol's Pawn -Shop
--Luc! Beach

Yah-Tah-Hey Honest John. ,,,' , ".

,..-Ahere is Cher:y-Tree`mar hiding
While' you sleep

.,

dreamirwof wooden Ihdians unchaining

)4

...

dreaming of wooden Indians transforming
emharassed smiles to hate-cold grins v

dreaming of Wooden Indians aimed -

with your Reming:tons smashing
...- your show casespind your

only ticking Wex
.

dreaming of Woo4n Indians craching
" your round m}tror reflecting
? neon COINS an-d.leering .

at your loliPlY Ivory
Lady's portrait

, ,..
direamingof:Wooden Indians chalning
your white,ankles and .

putting yoUfin a case
becomIng ilteal bargain
atr$14.92'.:
pee-how quickly they put
a sold sign on your chest
and ship you back home to .

. .--

' Europe '

dreaming d6 Wooden, Indians 49'ing
in their ney.7 Newphide Idol's
pawn ship with GENUINE'
CITY PAWN authentic zenith

.

televisions ind guaranteed Dow',
Manufac'tur'e trash bags

. ,%, '.,

,

.

Yah7Tah-Hey Honest. John .

t.
Where is ceoTge Washington hiding .

While' you seep dreMiagof
'Wbode Indians'Unchaining

. ;

(This is the poem the trainees dramatized. Next
3:papers are in re onsp to that experienc4)*

%

.

. y

\ . .

4
. a.4
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George Waphinton is not .thinking this afternoon and

Honest John doesn't care fo listen to anyone

Moonshine isn'ththe answer.40 inflation all it,does

inflate the mind for airman kind. The silcntman is

MAY 11, 1974. ,
FRIDAY

finally speaking from the bottom of hi

little results come to us
1

We ddn

to, we don'x care when. we speak, we

how we speak but somebody is s
4

heart, yet vtry

care who we speak

't cake %.Itere and

listen

What gubject is on our brainwash minds,who are we feeding

these brainwash to why? Are.we to believe igat all

men one, created equally, then wOtill see our superior....

MEN WHO KNOWS ALL FOR,US Is he or is he not superior

to usT Who is consider superior why do we stress

it? Mr., Ars. ,Miss,' Sir: jplealse Not here have we .

ditcovered any freedom ffbm ear and security If only_

all the Natural resources watild sappear wili we under-

stand who ie Superior to who e our country,
-

the idiots came4and divided what wqs not rightfully his...

If we don't shapeup he will strike again this time

to destroy our hopes and dreams for servivaa
a where ,

is we gone wrong' education....traditionalA

where?

At the end

-7-7:get sxpose

6nest John's Seven Idol's Pawn Sh4

I think to do an act on this wereallrneed to bi,

the BED always-get cauliht and the cover

THANX

* * * *

serious about whats happening. Lits of us were justloof

ing around. Maybe i would be really g if it as given
.

time t get all the a

1

things to play 'these acts
10t.

out. .hen come to th n of it most of al trading post are
.

this area are related to Honest John!s Pawn shop, Even

',
.\

101



though same trading pa5ts"doh.t.have wooden Indians c
f,

they are probably jp,,st as bad as him. they want money,

lie greed; . For instance, for ruig.', WW1 they buy the rug,

rorii an it:.11'.1aual they paid only a 'third` of what the rug iv:-

really worth., Than sell it to stmebody else for more. This.'
411''

is pro-bpV) the same -for jdwelries too. 1 hops ti4y,

ing the traders,' end up with the dream that Honest John dream-,
.

ed. Maybe it, ,ill make them realize what they were 'greedy

about ar1d hopefully.to correct themselves.

* a a * ; -,1 * * *
' p: , a

.
...

As.I sat here at my desk after our play. of "Honest John's
*

, .

Seven Idol's 'Pa Shop.' ..

1istene,..1 to the wind blowing not haidbut gently and the-

ekessound of it kes me think c3f "tilt ocean waves.
i ,

_ All of a sudde started imagining that I was all alone in .,

this veny;clas'sr m'and I thout it was 60 years liter from-
.,

* ift

today.- .

I was an old maid, t e,classroom *as just abandon or deserted,

everybod)Cgone But where. I was, al :alone, it seem' that I ,

was the o\ily person here at sanos.te4

I sat her w...naering where every bod had gone-,our class*
1

.room bare,
.

w.intlows all.bioken, holes n roof, paint so dull

and the.ficpr,tile:s all gone. I ,sat lere imagining the play

0

we did of :1.1onest,,Joh "

slightly \fly and beintg in the acts o

This' is th.Z first tlm I ever tried a

Iy did it iry high. schoor.

It was wonderful to dream back tb the

classrper the wonderful expeience

play. It seers lik

made a big deal.out

Lt was put on film $

and as I imaginer, it

myself quiet, _

ing out a playwished '

ys I've been in this

had in acting out a

n doipg it and I had

tic, and it seem like

e out perfect. *To

g fol me.

I was the on y pe

f it., It wa fant,

rip nd, pictures ca

\
\

as a realistice ,thi
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o MATERIALS PRODUCED BY\ FOURTH 'GRADERS .1

°
... . .

At TOADLENA\ ,.
\ .

.I used to be a funny man, but now I, am\iot,I.an-ny.
. . ,

I used, to''laugh,',blit now I am la ghing.. ."
.I used zo, look,'but now-I am not lookin A .

I used to ,be a.bad. bo'y,,, b,- t now am a oar..__ oy. \
"', .\. , . ' f .,

I wish I' wre a cow, so I puld rink rike a donkey.
.1 wAh I were a man, so, I an Walk like a don\key.

I wish I were a, horse, so;.' "can_!drink like, a donkey.
,I wi;n1:were a girl, sb 1 an ili'n, like a donkey.
I wish `tare 'old,. so. i 'can fight .keg dohkey.
Pl. tilti,"1 ere a pig, so I c eat.4ke. a donkey. ; ,
IfNiMic1.4,rere a..lady, so I kick like a 1Vnkey...11

, I used to be deedishjah,. but oW I am kshaal. "; -. I used to be dinish'ii' , ; oe' I am. 'et d'Itiish'ii'. .I 9sed to tid' be 'na'astio'il but now I a .g.dlizhii.
I .used to be k ee' t ishidleeh' bu.r fl , im ast.siCeel.
fused to be na,'ash:koo'" but' ow el gm ash hosh ,
I -used t b be neash o',ii., but ow.; am golizhii.tt
I. used to by k'ee' tish' dleelt, butSnow I am astsXeel.
I used- toi be tsin baah yish'nah, but now II am'hadad-ziil hakl.
I used tp be'.},ishtal, but now I am aa'd iil !Iasi. . ,

1 used -,to' be n.ish' ah, .bul now. I am' nists' zi. . ,.

I used to be shi woothani.i, sa; but ow I a shi woo" al tsxo haniidor... _

. oIf I were 'a red appte. I FoAld take the lion.. '
,\,..

I used ''o be a iaonstex, bUt, now I amt a girl'.' -
I used to be a- tree. but 'nowt I am a moilke% a.
I, used to b a ship bit. w I :am:a. water.: . .-I used tp b a cat but no I am ,a dog.'

' I used to be an apple but ow I am green.

fubble a ballooivwhen
' If I were a fubble, I+-wo 'd blow away.

t Wows away. 1\.. .

1f Iwe% a fubble', I wo
,

If 1 w.er a fubble, Iwo ,plarel.
If I were a 'stipper,' I wow INstick.
If I were a' stipper, I 1,/ould play
If I were a stipper, I .t.kould dance.'.

' If I were a glug, I would dance around.
If I wain" glug, I 'would run. sjow.
If I were a glug, I would jump around.
If I were a glug, I would-play around.

^

I wisii I welre''a black monster.
I wish I were a blue ird.,
I wish I were a.,bro monkey.

,I wish I \w.ere a blue bok.
...,

1.01,'

. 'I;
_,A

- '
.441.4..R.R0.4,10, R gr. ofta-11111171111~le1



: used to say s, but no I say no. ;. . I

I used to be 'f yi, but ow ''I am med.' i'' v , ,

D

I 3 e IV ,be a be' but tow I am ap aleed.

I Lis id t'o , :but now I am sad,. . '.

I uied td say now, but no I say yes.

'I used to play, but n L study'.

41 used to Ile* mad ut now I am happy. 1..,

I used to be gelizhii, but .now I am any askii".
.

r .

a
I 1.1sed tO be' a gah, buti 'now -I am `an..askii.% - .

. . , ': --t,

.
. I used to be a' dog, put now I am a.girl....

\1 used to say now, but now i say yes.: , ..
4

.I used tb be a bee Xl.ddohlbut now I am ateeo ,

t

.. ti :

I \isexi to b,e a 111 but now I an ateed. '''K ,

" ;
I used 'to e ii" baby but now I a n it boy. .,

r used to 5e silly but now I 'don' t

I'

.

used , o be a beegashii gut no . am an askii.
, t.

I used 'e silly, but now I dm ad: . d

, *

I used T. : a leeggaa'i but now am a'ffliash.
.

:1 used t\. be a cat but no b y. -

/
\

, 1 used t Op a bog but now I'm a boy.

\ I used t.1.1) Lii' but now I an'ashkii. ,
Ni: 4

I

° I used 4i b mlagi but now l am ashkii.

Co...

$ V , ,
* 0 11 * *4 *4 *, ., .

A
u

I like to be 1 1.' because I 'like to eat g.ras,s. The hagit6i

mad at sanii.
,

1 . :
. .

"" \ Long ago the bilagaana;came. They ha Iii to idv with.

Naakai came too. They liad big round h ts. H stoi and .siaanii

got away from bilagaana and Naakai. t eye had d6ole too, and
. .

4. .. .
, "' lady cows. .

I 'would .1 ige tg12,e, a ly'''. because I like to ,eat Brags. Long

ago the tanu alhayrthipped me. The ha .stoi were no goo.
, .. ,

The men always .5,0 doola.. 'They always sit undir the ch'oosh.
. 0

Because they want, son shad'e,

A '108 - .,,,,, ,
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Once there was a hastoi and sanii and tihey.were Ading i

' wagon and the,liP were ruhritng fast.
/ .

Long ago gedishii ran away. The saanii gat, mad.. Then the

hastoi came. He said to the tlizi, he said, I will call

ii'. Then lii' fight with hastoi. i

. .

Long ago I saw the lii'and the wagon. The man ridrng a lii'

and a golichii walk by the lii'. The lii' ran away.

* * * * * * * , *
' *
,

-- Y. 'What is an Anthropologist?

,An.anth'ropologist is a science;_

.An anthropologist?

).
anthropologist? I think 't is a 4og.

An anthropologist is a duck; .

An anthropologist is an`elsephant!
,

An.anthroiegist is *a little insect;

an hro..logists alean* a little man. "

*

ish were 'a purple m ter so I can eat'up all the green
c 'ldren.

I 'wish I ere black dog. .?

I wish'I wete red cow, / .

I wish I were black monkey so 1 could eat blue banana.. .

I wish flwere white sheep so I can't be found while it's snowing. ".

il

My third e
....

yesees 6RA.
My,third eye sees monster on the mountain. .

My third eye sees dinosaur on the top of your head.
My hir Rye biggest, biggest buiIding,in the Star.

j sad but now happy. ,

- .

.

1.I used
. . .

1
use'

Trtree but now
scr-gTEE 13,iit no I tickle., 1

cV1 use

id used a baby 154t now 'm tall. ,1

1

fubb e '

;

.
I

A' fu ble"is a ball on aynd floated -away. .

A fu ble is a bubb e gum.that we chew.

L I were a frog I would jump dp and down ,and run on the ater.
I were a -f og I would eat and swim IFS swalTOW on the tree.

I

f I,were-a f og I would TE and play and 1W13-o'n the ma:-

:

*
* 111*'

*"

. I used. work, but now I,Am readirig.

0 I Bused' be silly, but' now I am sAd.

e

AIM .. oemoor . - _ 4...dreee
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k.

-:-..e third eve sees only a big giant.

'. 'The third eye sees only a dinosaur.
-:.e third eye sees only a big snake.
The third eye sees only a brown horse. t

The third eyy sees only jeverything black.

The third eft sees onlyla gorilla.
The third eye sees only big, black.

The third eye sees only )ia red sun.

!color-fruit)
If I were a dog, I would, eat meat.
If I were an orange, peoplei willreat me. °

° If.I were a purple banana, he monkeys would turn pur

If I wepe a red apple,'the people,will eat me.
,If I were an'apple, I would stay in the tree.

I. would 'like to be a mouse so I could eat cheese. .
.

I would like io be a frog so I, oul4isleep in the wate

I would like to be a globe so I canne everywhere at oirtie time.

I used to sting like an ant.
I used to run like a mo sp.
I used to be a dog hint like cbear but now I am big cow. 11

_
4 used to jump like a ra bit; now I am a'desk.'

I am noa' ,who likes to na,gha eat a dog.

a fiaagdlha'., ,

i

I am eesii' who likes to aga wantjto go hunt,

I am zid'who likes to chef

If I were a' kipper,: I would climb fubble and gizzard.
x i

, If I, were ble, I .could fly to gizzard and run tb sti per.

' . If I were ,lizard, I would cook over the 'fubble, and stipper.

If I were ruae.le, 'I
could jump on the gizzard and run ov r stipper

if I were a stipper I could fubble crawl on the gizzard 4loor.

If41 Were o gizzard, I cou d fly stipper in the fubble s
.

If I we're a fa:ible candy I coulll let stipper lick gizzaT

If 1..k.er a gizzard I coul stipper the candy.
,

If I wer a.stipper, I- would fl rubble and play gizzard.j

If 1 w,er a gizzard, I would ru and fubble in the sky and stipper

tin t'rt cods

106

4

1

.

, .

II ,1 here )a fubble, I would eat\arid gizzard up in the mud and

stipperio:er the fubble and fall into the hot water.
.

/* A A *
* * * * '* *

.......

.

I wish I was a go lizhii. I wo Id owim in the water.'

I wish&I uus'a seigo. I would ike to play.

1,wish 'I' was a kin. I Would li e'to run.

used to igbial but now I am a.magi.,
4flused to 7.71-n i.ut nou'I an a seigo.
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%

ch'ah ch'il ayooit.
cheeh bilid liken.

.

dee ajileeh leech 4 )

ya el noodooz
0

aweeg...

.

If I was an astronomy,AI would work in the dorms.

\
,

.
I wish

4
I were a be'e ldooh; I would play all day.

I wish f were a golizhiiso; I would do something.
I used to kin, but now I am ma0.
I used to cwt but now I an sefgo.

a jileeh chil noodooz
ayoogo, leezh awee ei likan.
bilid dee cheeh yh chah. .

if I was an anthropologist, I would work in the store.

4

. * * * * * * * * * a

I wish Uwas kin because I like to walk.
I wish I was chal because I like to ride hories.
I wish I was bee'eldooh because I like to herd sheeps.

I used to.be a la'iish but now I am_a seigo.
I used'tp'be a iaiibut now I am a t'iis.

Bilid deb ei ch'il ya ayoogo leezh chah..'
Awee a jileeh noodooz ch'eeh likan. ,

,:-.

.
4

PIf I was an astronomy. I woo d work in' the store.

* a a * * er '. arc., a . * a
to

e ,...-

I wish I was cPatbecause I like to ride hoyses.
I wish Nas t'iis because I would walk.,

, I wish I was/ lajish,so I could hang from a tree-
I wish I wa' aghaal 'so I could eat ?las.

I used to b
I used to b

a aghaal but now I am a seigoit
a bee 41flooh but nowlim4 c at.

y o n
Bilid ei noodooz..
Awee ago ti ajileeh.
Ch'ah de di'. teeth.

\

If I was an Presbyter an, I w!Ould work in store.

R a a i a
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I with I were a agliqal. I would walk. .

.

I wis\ 4 were a chat: I would talk.

I wis I'were a seigo. _I would sidg.

31 wis I were a beeeldooh. I would go home.

. ° 1

I used to be a tliis, but now I
now

kin.\.

I used to be a bee el ooh but now I am 1\ajish.

Ya dee bilid li
Awee.teezh ei no doo

chil ayoog
h'eeh a ileeK, II

If I was an phy!sician. I would work in th

I.used to' see
But now my eye,. shut.

li

I used to goOionit f now I am at school. 1

1

I used to go n. But how I don't w t to-go.

wn.

.1 used to jump like .turt16, But
now I am butterfly.

I am a azid
Who like to aya. Bust now

I'm crazy:.
NN

I am a a aa. W 1i e to

nagna. But now j amjyoung.

I an a IA d Who ike to
de sii But now I door.

m a anaa' Who 4ke to aya
B t now I am rock.''

,

. f.I were a medicineman, I would dahce all night.
\ f I ,.ere a cow 1.would eat'all day. .

Pg.I ere, a,big wheel I would caught all the fish.
. ,' .. .

'
In Jere a&i:ird, 1 would hate'th people.

. V,14,i':ard..is aft ain't. ,

. ,
te

,

It cai., still food

,

people. '.' -,:_

f 1. lk 1 12

I wish I was ch'ah.
I wish I was a gah.
I wish I was a tse.

'. . .

If I.weie a' cat I w uld play all day.

tg

,108t,
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,Twee' nqodooz
nice to me.

'1otdog is.likan.
Awee' is sin'all.

h-wish I Was a car so people can ride me.
I wish I,was a,gah I would run.

109
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1

I wish I was a chldi.
I wish I was a stone. .

.

.
I.wish I was a gah:
I used to be bad boy. But now I am a gad boy.

If I were dibe ya1z111 I would drink milk.
1f I'were a magyi I would 'eat fish.
not bananas. I, were a pig I, would eat
lizard. I wish I was a hotdog With chili so

. r'people,can at me. I used to, drink'milk.
'but.Now I drink coffee.

. . -.4 '...

If I were a Wizard I would eat
).'° rizard: If.I 'were a wizard I would ,

eat dogand lions Wizard is a 'giant. .

It can eat cais and home, too. I..

'tMy shirt is- noodooz. Tie candy
if likan. Sh'ima has an,awee,!at

: home. I,fI were a fox; the
', "peopl can kill me.

7
I

, .I used to,at candy but now X.lave a
.stomach ache. '.

I

I

used'to play, but now I am tired of being.a kid'.
used to like school, but now I have 'spring fever..

. 4

I used to hot eat all my food, but now I eat like a horse.
t

.
.,

I amil anW who'likes to deesu
bqt now I am a' stupid.- .

.

I &pi 'abid. Who likes to aya I

. but now I.im.'a forg.'
.

I am a pzid who likes tO,naagha
bdt.now I am a brid. , ,

I'am a anaa' Who likes to.. . ,

deesu I' am a Zummy. .

.. .,

. A
*

, * * * A R a, * A *
.
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7::,1ewing are STUDENT EVALUATIONS for English 102d

0

110

4
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

. i

.
.

. .: ,

COURSE English .1n2 . 'SECTIbN ''

, .,
.e

4 i .

'TEACIEP Pat'cmith
*

t.

EVALUATION FORM-SPRING 19 4
.t

.

D/RELTI,,S, Thg basic measul-e for 'evalvation,used on this
form-is t:te, staHdard academic grade scheeme. Please cirtle
a letter efter 1 and 2 'A'nd write whatever edmments on title
teacher and the course you $ash to offer in adlition.

1. Evaluate the teacher: B C D F

Cements:
.

. lz
.

Superb,apd
e.

very ceriCern, itist the type we need0.,
.

to Increas ()Ur writing skills. . ..

o ' .1

. a

f-- ',IV - ,,
,

,

-

,

.

.4

A

2. Evaluate tkte- course: C. D F :', ,
,,

e
. .

.

Conment$: ,
,

. . ,. A. :.

: ste need fot the F4tur Tead,htz Training Ortictpants ;

r,ort. o4.' thi$,!.TRitEDOM. Titi i thty,tOuld' use ttp ,

.., ,,,t;-'pe o.t: approith to teaching aguage Odeistancling,
for,us at!. a goV,Rxverience.. 4 ,

.,
' _'. Z ,

'`.. iiii Li , 41
, , - o X\

' i-, . , .. 1 , Jr4, ,. . , ,.. ,
-:------ . t
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DIPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

COURSE English 102 SECTION

TEACHER Pat Smith

EVALUATION FORM-SPRING 104,

.
DIRECTIONS: The basic masure for evaluation used on this
form is thbsiandiird apademip grade scheme, Please. circle
a letter after 1 and -.and, write whatever' colimentsion the
teacher and the course yob' wish'to offer in addi,tion.

1. Evaluate the' tee her: E

I"
Comments:

I'll say she really did a good job. i ,\

2. Evaluate the courS0; 0 ,B C. D F,

Comments:

With this course we really learned a great deal.
We eyerf went to really expressing ourselves in
writing. True feelings.

I

.110Mrir, ,71: =111W MiNIPOPPMNI11M11IMMMMIM,IT.
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DEPARTMENT 07 ENG.14
o-

...

' 6

' 1

. COURSE ,*71i sh 1'02 SECTION

-..
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TE-ACHF-.7 PatSmi.th
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,

Ey'ALUATION PORSPRING., I97 '1
.

.1,.

DIRECTIOS: The basic measure f r evaluation used on this

form. is 'the, star.(lard. academic gx de scheme. Please circle

a letter after 1. p.1.1;i 7 and write whatever comments-' on -the

teacher and the course you wish' o -ciffer'in addition
s

S 0

sC4.

EValu'ate the teacher:, 'A U D

_Comments:. I
IS

AS

)

Comments.; -

g".` . ..:\

, - -,:,,,, c-

6

r`...

4 I enjoyed writing veTY' touch .and I feel- that i,t was
L. good for 'me. ( 'V

,'.., , : 1
)

4i:
_

. I . .
-.1'

.^' :',
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ii TEACHh Pat\ lib '
, ex

VALUATION FORM- SPRING 197.4 ' .,-
r . I ,

'13IRECTTON$: .. The basic measure for-eva'11.3-atiiin used,"dil .this.,
:form is am standa.H academic grad6 scheme. Plfease.c;ircie

a letter-_after l'an'd 2 and write_whateve-i ,comments on, the
teacher and the course you vis41 to offer in addition.

c.t.

EcTIO13

.

.
..,

:; 1. ' Evaluate tthe teacher:

.....t Comments: .
1.

:
,r

'

* .1"

,

1" 2. Evaluate, the course:

Conunqn ts-:

A
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'SECTION
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114
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EVALUATIONE FORM-SPRING

DIRECTkONS: Ti e blitiamvspr for evaluation used on this

form is the standard at44emic ride scheMe. Phase circle

-a letter after 1 and 2 and Wrt e whatever comments on the

veacice.r,and the ccurSe you :wis to offer, in addition.

'44

;.

'Ar

Evaluate ek,i02tcher: U B C D F

;

very meaningful course--well prepared by teacher.

t

4

r

''2:, Evaluate the course, .C, D F

$

.

;
.0 .

'' '

..

Commpts: . , A

,
4- I have a better 'cuede stddding-of poems alld compositions - -.

'
irprove& my English ritink. 4.

.

i
: 1 r

...,,...\..1 . s'
. t r' 1

. k.:;(' . I .
.,

0

atI. 8 4 (
4. 4 ,

...,

Ge
.6;
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COURSE English 162 SECJION

TESCHER Pat Smith*:

11$

A

EVALUATION FORM-SPRING 1974
.

DIRECTIONS: The basic measure for bvaluation used DI; this

form is'the standard academic grade scheme. Please circle
a letterfter 1 and 2 and write-whatever comments on the

teacher and the course you.wish Lb offer in addition.

1. 'Evalua4,the teacher:0,1i CI D- F .

Comments:- , 400#.4

She was very enthusiastic and she really got around
and made us do what she wanted us to. Her cla,ss' was

vey opened and yeti say het'you feel. , It-was v.ery-

'interesting class for e and0 think I gdt alot our
of her class,

,k

.

2. Evalu td the course:

Comments

I e* ,e'cl, her class very much ".., The things i did for
her )10 me tO"lie mo e, responsive and I learned the

-th ngs,ehe did with the class-,-to where I could use 1

an do the same thin she did withms when i become
a Cache': someday. .

.

C

.

14

S



COURSE En-lish

DtPARTMENT 0

SECTION

116

TEACHER Pat Smith

EMALUATIO4 -SPRM 1874

' DIRECTIONi: The ha51 sure for evaluation used on this

for is the sta'n,lard. mic grade'saeme. please circle

a ltter after 1 and , write whatever comments,on the

!

teacher and the coarse you wish to offet,in addition.

1 Evaluate tpe teacher: B C .1:1\ F

Comments:.

Everyone seemed,,to have.enyoyed her classes and in

if -act, wrote txcollentpapers. IntereAting teacher...

1.
r r

oi
.

l. -\ ' '. l'

! I !, .

f .
i '

.\

,

:

1,
..124 Evaluite,:the course: (:.!!), 7. C-: D X :-.!

,,

: Comments:

Enjoyed the classroom d.scussions and flike0b write

So that the time,gave me the opportunity to' rite about
anything .1 want without being pressuLed:.'

. , i , , $ 4

0 ,:'
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DE ARTMENT.,OF ENGLISH

COURSE English 102 9 SECTION .

TEACHER Pat Smith

117

(

(VALUATION FORM-SPRING 1974
. ,

DIRECTIONS: The ba:sic measure for evaluation uAid on this
-form is the,etandard academiC grade scheme. Please circle
a letter after'l and 2 and write whatever comments on the

teacher and\the course
'

you Wishto offer in addition.

1. Evaluate the teacher: B C D

/ Comments:

I'll ;ay Pat is a
enjoyed her class

r.,

2. Evaluate the course:

Comments:

eally ge)d teacher and 1 really

4

C F

# ,

In this clap I got an idea about writing pOems and
how children would write their on poems to . 1

thought this_tias very good idea-where Child n write
their own poems--where children would do some inking.

121
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DEPARTMENT \OF ENGLISH

CO,URSE Ellt!lih 102 SECTION

I

118

TEACHER Pat Smith

EVALUATION FORM-SPRING 1974

DIRECTION,S:. The b'a;ic measure for evaluation used

form is ttle standard acadepic grade scheme. Please

a letter after 1 and 2 arld write,whatexer comments

teacher and the course yeu"wirsh to offer in addltio

1

1. Evaluat he teacke :

Comment's:

a

c F

C i

. . . i'

Th teacher, is open, concern and understandi Just.

"a treat teacher. .
"

. 1

n this
circle
It the.

r".

-
E43tuate B C. D, F

CoMmen..it:

\\

g

,

I
itas wen' presented. It has really improvOd my,

las us man otte;ahings.

1,

\

122,
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DEPARTM T OF ENGLISH

COURSE En lish 102

...TEACVER 'Pat Smith

"SECTION

"17

119

.

'" , EVALUATION FORM-SPRING 1974
, ..

DIRECTIONS: The basic Leasure for evaluation used on this

form .is the standard academic "grade schema. Please 4ircle

a letter after 1 and 2 and write whatever comments on the
teacher and the course you wish to offer in addition.

\

1. Evaluite theteacher: A.

CommentW

D

1 n

4
.

sI teilly enjoyed her class and I think I go Aelot
out of i . She gets interest across to students and

her teacing is very Triraind 'understanding. And

her..clas. is oneAof which I thrd-out

'.the semester. .

,

2. Erguate the course: A B C)2D F

, .

Comments:
dr

It has reallyirefreihened ay writing since higii'school.

4 , a94 on to-that T've gotten Some more dut of it. It
has' also'iliterest me in very much writing.

a


